By: David A. Sargent

Subject: Outer Earth vs. Inner Earth
An Inner Earther wrote: “I reviewed your article on the round earth and I think you
are in error here. The earth is neither round nor flat. It's cellular. The earth is a
hollow ball and we live inside of it. Concerning your use of the scriptures: •Isaiah
40:22 is not about the shape of the earth. It's about the circle OF the earth, which
was a preflood circular landmass (see Proverbs 8:27).”
Sargent Answers: Isaiah 40:21-22, “Have ye not known? have ye not heard? hath it
not been told you from the beginning? have ye not understood from the
foundations of the earth? It is he that sitteth upon the circle of the earth, and
the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers; that stretcheth out the heavens as a
curtain, and spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in:”
Problems with the understanding:
Proverbs 8:22-31, “The LORD possessed me in the beginning of his way, before
his works of old. I was set up from everlasting, from the beginning, or ever the
earth was. When there were no depths, I was brought forth; when there were
no fountains abounding with water. Before the mountains were settled, before
the hills was I brought forth: While as yet he had not made the earth, nor the
fields, nor the highest part of the dust of the world. When he prepared the
heavens, I was there: when he set a compass upon the face of the depth: When
he established the clouds above: when he strengthened the fountains of the deep:
When he gave to the sea his decree, that the waters should not pass his
commandment: when he appointed the foundations of the earth: Then I was by
him, as one brought up with him: and I was daily his delight, rejoicing always
before him; Rejoicing in the habitable part of his earth; and my delights were
with the sons of men.”
So the issue with this only being the “preflood circular landmass” is that we were
told in the Bible about this after the creation and not during it. And that the Lord
God Almighty DID sit in the Tabernacle in the wilderness while the Children of
Israel wondered around and during this time The Lord God Almighty sat on the
circle of the earth in the sides of the North. It is monumental to understand that if
you limit this to the original creation before there were inhabitants then you alter
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the passage to fit your prefabricated cosmological construct. The Bible is not to be
viewed in light of your theories; your theories must be viewed in light of the Bible.
The “Inner Earthers” must alter the Bible to fit his mode of the inner world cosmos
and alter it they do: nonstop! They are Bible Perverts, plain and simple.
An Inner Earther wrote: “•Hebrews 1:2 and 11:3: yes, there are other planets inside
of the Concave Earth.”
Sargent Answers: God made the WORLDS and the Earth is ONE of them:
Hebrews 1:2, “Hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he hath
appointed heir of all things, by whom also he made the worlds;”
Hebrews 11:3, “Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by
the word of God, so that things which are seen were not made of things which do
appear.”
You can get a telescope and SEE the planets: they are MASSAVE; they are
SPHERICAL; and they are WORLDS. Earth is a WORLD also; as it has MASS
and SPHERICAL very much likened to the other WORLDS. You can fly up or
send a balloon up with a cam and see the curvature of the earth that it is NOT a
concave world but convex planetoid spherical world. Dumb and Stupid Nutcases
like this need to be locked up and forced to take their medication lest they hurt
themselves or others.
An Inner Earther wrote: “•Heaven is in the center of the earth, not hell. Up is
towards the center, down is towards the edge. Jesus went to heaven after His death,
"paradise" like He promised the thief on the cross. Leading captivity captive is
about Jesus leading captivity (not captives), which is death, captive. He defeated
it.”
Sargent Answers: Proverbs 30:4, “Who hath ascended up into heaven, or
descended? who hath gathered the wind in his fists? who hath bound the
waters in a garment? who hath established all the ends of the earth? what is
his name, and what is his son's name, if thou canst tell? Every word of God is
pure: he is a shield unto them that put their trust in him. Add thou not unto
his words, lest he reprove thee, and thou be found a liar.”
So they says that up is down and down is up? Ok so if this is the case then
Ascending is down and Descending is up? Or do we alter those words too? I know
I am just poking fun here. He does believe Ascending is up into the center of the
earth; while Descending is down out from the center of the earth out to… the
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nether parts of the earth I am sure. Isaiah 5:18-21, “Woe unto them that draw
iniquity with cords of vanity, and sin as it were with a cart rope: That say, Let him
make speed, and hasten his work, that we may see it: and let the counsel of the
Holy One of Israel draw nigh and come, that we may know it! Woe unto them
that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for
darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter! Woe unto them that are
wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own sight!” It is the “Inner Earthers”
belief that up is down and down is up. He thinks that when something is “in the
earth” it is “inside the earth” yet when he sees something that is “out of the earth”
he would insist that it is “up out of the dirt INSIDE the earth” and here is his
mistake and error.
1 Samuel 28:13, "And the king said unto her, Be not afraid: for what sawest thou?
And the woman said unto Saul, I saw gods ascending out of the earth." Where
the gods ascending OUT of the earth? Or where they descending INTO the earth?
Were they descending OUT of the earth? Or were they ascending INTO the earth?
The Bible says they were ASCENDING OUT of the earth and if you take this in
the literal way that the “Inner Earthers” are taking “in the earth” then you MUST
assume that ascending is really descending and going downward towards the
OUTER part of the earth or outside the earth and NOT up into the heaven which in
his construct is inside the earth. See the mess the inner earth mode makes?
2 Samuel 23:4, "And he shall be as the light of the morning, when the sun riseth,
even a morning without clouds; as the tender grass springing out of the earth by
clear shining after rain." Does the grass spring OUT of the earth? Or does it spring
INSIDE of the earth? See the stupidity of the “Inner Earthers”? The inner earth
nonsense is the most moronic and imbecilic notion of all the concepts of the
cosmos. It ignores the truth and is a cult because all cults gain their idea firsts and
then makes the Bible match their concept regardless what the Bible actually says.
More OUT OF THE EARTH: Job 8:19, "Behold, this is the joy of his way, and out
of the earth shall others grow." Notice “OUT OF THE EARTH” not inside the
earth.
Job 28:2, "Iron is taken out of the earth, and brass is molten out of the stone." If
iron is taken OUT OF THE EARTH and the heavens are INSIDE the earth, then
this is going in the other direction; because it says “OUT of the EARTH” not
inside. Brass is molten OUT of the stone, not INSIDE it! So just like that then is
iron taken OUT of the earth and NOT INSIDE IT!
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Psalms 85:11, "Truth shall spring out of the earth; and righteousness shall look
down from heaven." How can truth spring OUT OF THE EARTH? Here this is
phraseological construct very similar to “in the earth” where it is not literally inside
the earth nor is truth coming from inside and springing OUT of the earth. Truth is
in the Bible which is ON the earth in the same way as you are in the state you live
in without being inside the dirt. There is in fact NO VERSE anywhere in the Bible
that says “inside the earth” and therefore no definition of “in the earth” that would
make anyone believe that it meant “inside the earth” when the Bible NEVER said
this. How does righteousness look down from heaven when truth is outside the
earth? Unless righteousness and heaven that are UP are outside the earth.
Psalms 104:14, "He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle, and herb for the
service of man: that he may bring forth food out of the earth;" The grass for
cattle and the herb for man and food is brought forth OUT OF THE EARTH. If
this is to be taken the same way as the “Inner Earthers” takes “in the earth” then all
grass and herbs and all food is NOT on the inside of the earth but on the
OUTSIDE! And regardless of their idea of “in the earth” because it is
inconsequential to the truth that you can see the grass and herbs and food plants
come UP OUT of the EARTH which means we are on the OUTSIDE of the planet
and NOT inside. Err duh!
Psalms 104:35, "Let the sinners be consumed out of the earth, and let the
wicked be no more. Bless thou the LORD, O my soul. Praise ye the LORD." This
is a direct reference to the Lake of Fire where Hell gets cast into. If the earth is
burned up and all the works that are IN it also get burned up where is the third
heaven that doesn‟t get burned up? According to the “Inner Earther” it is inside the
earth and therefore it would get burned up as well. They then have to explain
where the lake of fire is and how hell gets cast into it. He also must explain why
sinners are consumed OUT of the earth in the lake of fire where the wicked be no
more. They must be outside the camp in a place that is NOT located in the new
heaven and new earth.
Daniel 7:17, "These great beasts, which are four, are four kings, which shall
arise out of the earth." If they ARISE OUT of the EARTH; where did they come
from and to where are they going? IF they are going INSIDE the earth towards the
center and if that is UP how are they going OUT of the EARTH? Is this just out of
the dirt and up into heaven which is INSIDE the earth? God is NOT the author of
this confusion. This arise is UP and OUTSIDE the earth on the OUTSIDE of the
OUTSIDE.
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Hosea 2:18, "And in that day will I make a covenant for them with the beasts of the
field, and with the fowls of heaven, and with the creeping things of the ground: and
I will break the bow and the sword and the battle out of the earth, and will
make them to lie down safely." Here is another phraseological construct that is not
literally understood as something that was underground and came up out of the
earth; but it was ON the earth where the battles are being fought and the dealing
with the breaking of bow and sword; which are again ON the earth. Like saying
OUT of every nation and tongue, etc. People do not come out of a tongue! Were
they INSIDE a tongue? (Revelation 5:9) This is a phraseological understanding of
the use of the words “in” and “out” where they do NOT mean “inside” and
“outside” respective of that literalness but used in the phrase to mean gathered
with, on, expression towards. And by the phrase and understanding of that phrase
the passage IS in fact literal. But to take the words “in the earth” to mean “inside
the earth” is absurd and ridiculous; and shows a very low understanding of the use
of the language of English.
Micah 7:2, "The good man is perished out of the earth: and there is none upright
among men: they all lie in wait for blood; they hunt every man his brother with a
net." If a man is perished OUT of the EARTH where do they put his body? Down
IN the earth six feet under! It‟s like God holds him in contempt by saying this:
“The good man is perished out of the earth…” How funny is that? Totally
hilarious! He is perished out of the land of the living! But they bury him IN THE
EARTH: ergo: INSIDE the GROUND! Why? Because the natural man goes
DOWN IN THE EARTH and the lost soul goes DOWN IN THE EARTH (in
meaning inside).
Now one last passage: Revelation 13:11, "And I beheld another beast coming up
out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon."
If "in the earth" means inside the earth then "out of the earth" would mean outside
of the earth (in context). Then "out of the earth" could NEVER mean going up out
of the ground in an inner earth mode because it would not be out of the earth but
still inside. And since UP is a reference to OUT of the earth then we are on the
outside of the earth and "out of the earth" means coming up out of the ground on
the outside of the earth. Whereas "in the earth" can mean inside or on the earth in
relationship from up in heaven it would be down on earth or down inside the earth.
The “Inner Earther” will never see this because his authority for his understanding
is his own brain and NOT the Bible else he would have to alter his thinking.
An Inner Earther wrote: “Everything is reversed. We live INSIDE the earth.”
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Sargent Answers: Notice that the “Inner Earther” has already made up his mind
aside from anything the Bible ACTUALLY SAYS. As you know Satan likes to
make things go backwards or in reverse! If we live inside the earth then there
should be at least ONE passage that says: “…inside the earth…” RIGHT? I mean
if you are a Bible Believer right? NO! There is NOT ONE!

In the earth vs upon the earth:
“in the earth” has 66 hits in 64 verses
“inside the earth” has NO hits in NO verses
“upon the earth” has 95 hits in 92 verses
“on the earth” has 36 hits in 35 verses
“in the world” has 26 hits in 25 verses
“inside the world” has NO hits in NO verses
“upon the world” has 1 hit in 1 verse
“on the world” has NO hits in NO verses
Opposites:
“out of the earth” has 11 hits in 11 verses
“out of the world” has 5 hits in 5 verses
Other Phrases:
“without the camp” has 23 hits in 22 verses
“within the camp” has 1 hit in 1 verse
The term “in the earth” is an English idiom that is like saying “in Tennessee” or
“in Florida” neither mean inside the dirt of those states. There are more references
for “upon” and “on” the earth that settle this issue in opposition to “inside” which
when searched as “inside the earth” is not found in the Bible. Therefore this is a
private interpretation of the “Inner Earther” to make “in” mean “inside” when it
does NOT always have this meaning. However when it DOES have this meaning it
is ignored: Genesis 1:20, “And God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly the
moving creature that hath life, and fowl that may fly above the earth in the open
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firmament of heaven.” This says that: “…the earth in the open firmament of
heaven.” Heaven is not in earth; the earth is in heaven!
If “in” always means “inside” then you can make an argument against that
previous verse but I have said it can mean either way as long as you can prove that
that is what it means. Genesis 1:26, “And God said, Let us make man in our image,
after our likeness: and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the
fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping
thing that creepeth upon the earth.” Here “…make man in our image…” cannot
mean INSIDE! That would be ridiculous. God made man inside God‟s image!
Here is a verse where the word “in” shows up three times: Genesis 6:4, “There
were giants in (inside) the earth in (inside) those days; and also after that, when the
sons of God came in (inside) unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to
them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown.” If “in”
means “inside” the sons of God came INSIDE unto the daughters of men: they
were inside them like these “Inner Earther” thinks we are inside the earth because
of one word: “in”. Genesis 6:8, “But Noah found grace in the eyes of the LORD.”
Was Noah IN the eyes of the Lord? Did Noah find grace INSIDE the eyes of the
LORD? What did it look like? How did he find it? See how stupid that is? Why
would you make “in” be “inside” why not “into” or something? Because into
designates a motion or movement. The fact is that the phrase “into the earth” is IN
the Bible:
Revelation 8:5, “And the angel took the censer, and filled it with fire of the altar,
and cast it into the earth: and there were voices, and thunderings, and lightnings,
and an earthquake.” So this angel was up in heaven: Revelation 8:3, “And another
angel came and stood at the altar, having a golden censer…” This alter is the
alter in heaven: Revelation 8:4, “And the smoke of the incense, which came with
the prayers of the saints, ascended up before God
out of the angel's hand.”
If God is in heaven here where the alter is and the
angel with the censer: and he cast this censer
INTO the earth then heaven is NOT INSIDE the
earth or it would ALREADY be INSIDE the
earth! DUH!!! How can you cast something inside
something else if it is already inside it? Duh…
umm, duh!!! Err duh! Here is a bucket with a
spoon INSIDE it and the glass is full of water.
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Now take the spook that is inside the glass and inside the water and get a spoonful
of water and then pour the water inside the bucket without taking the spoon outside
the water!
Revelation 12:9, “And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the
Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the
earth, and his angels were cast out with him.” Again this Dragon was CAST OUT
of somewhere and INTO the earth and his angels were CAST OUT with him.
Where were they CAST OUT OF? Revelation 12:3-4a, “And there appeared
another wonder in heaven; and behold a great red dragon, having seven heads
and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his heads. And his tail drew the third part of
the stars of heaven…” Looks like this dragon was in heaven! So if heaven is
INSIDE the earth; how is it that the dragon is CAST OUT OF HEAVEN and then
INTO the EARTH? See the ridiculous nonsense you get when dealing with
Biblical morons? This fellow is just NOT a thinker… The idiom “…into the
earth…” is a phrase that would mean in the world but not inside it. If you make
into the earth; inside the earth, then you frustrate the location of heaven. This
moron wants you to believe heaven is INSIDE the earth. SO Satan is cast OUT of
heaven: meaning? He was cast out of the center of the earth and onto the ground
and then inside the earth meaning outside the earth and then back inside the earth
and back into heaven? Or what? This sort of leap-frog theology is repugnant to any
true Biblical understanding of the Bible; it is making a doctrine out of ONE 2 letter
word: “in” and creating a whole theological ideology from that which spans the
universe which according to this moron is inside the earth. Not all the nuts are in
the nutcase and not all the loonies are in the loony bin. Stupid is as stupid does!
Revelation 14:19, “And the angel thrust in his sickle into the earth, and gathered
the vine of the earth, and cast it into the great winepress of the wrath of God.”
If Heaven is already inside the earth; how is it that a sickle is thrust into the earth;
from WHERE was it thrust to go INTO the earth? Looks like the “Inner Earther” is
totally backwards! How is it that IF heaven is inside the earth and the sickle is
inside the earth and then the sickle is thrust into the earth? Does this mean it is
thrust OUT of heaven? That is corkscrew theology! The blade must go clear out of
the earth and then back into the earth to bring them out of the earth and then back
into the earth and up into heaven! Or, um… Pft! That is about as clear as pitch!
The “Inner Earther” has his brain outside his head!
An Inner Earther wrote: “‟And God blessed them, saying, Be fruitful, and multiply,
and fill the waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply in the earth.‟ (Genesis 1:22).
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„Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.‟ (Matthew
6:10).”
Sargent Answers: I thought heaven was already inside the earth; how can this ever
be answered: “…in earth, as it is in heaven.” If it already IS? Totally STUPID!
You should rewrite your Bible to read: “…in earth, as it already is in heaven.”
What this moron can‟t see is what this passage is saying: that the earth is IN
HEAVEN and what is IN HEAVEN is NOT IN EARTH YET! It will NEVER be
INSIDE earth or your brain is on the outside of your head. There are three heavens.
You are breathing the first heaven. It is first because from where we are it is the
first one we see. The birds fly in this heaven which the earth is IN. Outside of this
heaven is the second heaven where the sun, moon and stars are. These first two
heavens make up the firmament in Genesis 1. The third heaven is covered by a
body of water called the great deep which is upward to the North. The whole of the
great deep surrounds the firmament and below this water is a fire while above it is
the third heaven which is also the Holy of Holies. Outside this is eternity and God
exists all through every part of this including ABOVE all HEAVENS. Psalms 8:1,
“O LORD our Lord, how excellent is thy name in all the earth! who hast set thy
glory above the heavens.” If heaven is the center of the earth how do you get
ABOVE that heaven? You cannot go further than the center of the earth! This
would be a finite god; and a god of the “Inner Earther‟s” own creation; and totally
alien from the Bible. The land is filled with people. If the land is filled with people
does that mean that people are INSIDE the land? Or does that mean that people
cover the land and they are standing ON the land? English is not that difficult is it?
This kid needs to stick to the basics: salvation, reconciliation, redemption, etc.
An Inner Earther wrote: “And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent,
called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into
the earth, and his angels were cast out with him...Woe to the inhabiters of the
earth and of the sea! for the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath,
because he knoweth that he hath but a short time.‟ (Revelation 12:9, 12). We live
inside.”
Sargent Answers: He still thinks that when the dragon was cast OUT? He was cast
out of heaven so heaven is NOT inside the earth; why would he be cast OUT of
heaven and cast INSIDE the earth? When he is already INSIDE the earth if heaven
is inside the earth! This is again just a moron trying to fink! This guy is inside out!
If the dragon is cast OUT of heaven and then INTO the earth and the earth is an
inner earth like above how was he cast into the earth from being cast out of
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heaven? He thinks heaven is inside the earth and if the dragon is cast into the earth
meaning inside, then he was cast into heaven!
Revelation 12:9, “And the
great dragon was cast out,
that old serpent, called the
Devil, and Satan, which
deceiveth the whole world: he
was cast out into the earth,
and his angels were cast out
with him.”
Revelation 12:12, “Therefore
rejoice, ye heavens, and ye
that dwell in them. Woe to the
inhabiters of the earth and of
the sea! for the devil is come
down unto you, having great
wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time.” To be cast OUT of
heaven and INTO the earth suggest that IF the IN is INSIDE the earth then heaven
is on the OUTSIDE of the earth! The phraseology is that of IN the earth meaning
ON the surface of the earth. When you ask what state you live in you would say I
live IN Tennessee; but you do not mean your house is underground! But you do
know where the grave is? IN THE EARTH! You know where Hell is? IN THE
EARTH. Underground!
Notice:
1. The heavens are LIKE the
tabernacle. They are not inside
out. (Two being inside and the
third outside. They are inside,
inside farther, and way inside.
They go in the same direction:
East to West, and is the
similitude of the heavens that
go up towards the North.
Hebrews 9:23-24, “It was
therefore necessary that the
patterns of things in the
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heavens should be purified with these; but the heavenly things themselves
with better sacrifices than these. For Christ is not entered into the holy
places made with hands, which are the figures of the true; but into
heaven itself, now to appear in the presence of God for us:” The patterns of
the tabernacle shows the heavens, and the heavens are all UP. All THREE of
the heavens are up. Hebrews 7:26, “For such an high priest became us, who
is holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from sinners, and made higher than
the heavens;” All the heavens are HIGH not LOW. Descending is going
down into HELL: Isaiah 5:14, “Therefore hell hath enlarged herself, and
opened her mouth without measure: and their glory, and their multitude, and
their pomp, and he that rejoiceth, shall descend into it.” And Ezekiel 26:20,
“When I shall bring thee
down with them that
descend into the pit,
with the people of old
time, and shall set thee in
the low parts of the
earth, in places desolate
of old, with them that go
down to the pit, that
thou be not inhabited;
and I shall set glory in
the land of the living;” I
am sure you know what
the nether parts of the earth are: Ezekiel 31:16, “I made the nations to shake
at the sound of his fall, when I cast him down to hell with them that
descend into the pit: and all the trees of Eden, the choice and best of
Lebanon, all that drink water, shall be comforted in the nether parts of the
earth.” Notice the “…cast him DOWN to HELL with them that
DESCEND…” and “…the nether parts of the earth.”
2. Proverbs 8:27 has a context and there is a pre-flood context, and a preAdamic context. But not in Isaiah 40:22. And both passages are viewed in
light of what exists NOW. Proverbs 8:23-31, “I was set up from everlasting,
from the beginning, or ever the earth was. When there were no depths, I
was brought forth; when there were no fountains abounding with water.
Before the mountains were settled, before the hills was I brought forth:
While as yet he had not made the earth, nor the fields, nor the highest part
of the dust of the world. When he prepared the heavens, I was there:
when he set a compass upon the face of the depth: When he established
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the clouds above: when he strengthened the fountains of the deep: When he
gave to the sea his decree, that the waters should not pass his commandment:
when he appointed the foundations of the earth: Then I was by him, as
one brought up with him: and I was daily his delight, rejoicing always before
him; Rejoicing in the habitable part of his earth; and my delights were
with the sons of men.” For the original earth of Genesis 1:1 you must
consider 2 Peter 3:3-7, “Knowing this first, that there shall come in the last
days scoffers, walking after their own lusts, And saying, Where is the
promise of his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue
as they were from the beginning of the creation. For this they willingly are
ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens were of old, and the earth
standing out of the water and in the water: Whereby the world that then
was, being overflowed with water, perished: But the heavens and the
earth, which are now, by the same word are kept in store, reserved unto
fire against the day of judgment and perdition of ungodly men.” The
context is creation; the earth was in the water and out of the water so that the
sides of the north were all that were there. This is the same earth of today,
but a different time; and events that happened on that first day with Lucifer‟s
fall, and the subsequent submerging of the earth into the great deep all show
an earth that was a circle.
3. Hebrews 1:2, “Hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he
hath appointed heir of all things, by whom also he made the worlds;” so to
believe what you are
saying inside the earth is
found all the other
worlds? Galaxies and the
SUN and MOON? Are
you trying to be funny?
You do know that you
can fly around the earth
and when you go up in
the aircraft you can see
the curvature of the
earth? Perhaps you have
never been in an aircraft?
Hebrews 11:3, “Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed
by the word of God, so that things which are seen were not made of things
which do appear.” If the worlds were framed by the word of God; and God
is consistent in His creation, why would this world the earth be different
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than all other worlds, say like Mars or Jupiter in that they are also Round,
Circular and Spherical. The phases of the Moon show that it is also Round,
Circular and Spherical. And the earth also must be round, circular and
spherical; as you know during a lunar eclipse the earth casts a shadow on the
moon. That would not be possible if the moon and sun are inside the earth.
4. You said, “Heaven is in the center of the earth…” the center would be the
belly or heart. Matthew 12:40, “For as Jonas was three days and three
nights in the whale's belly; so shall the Son of man be three days and
three nights in the heart of the earth.” Your heart is NOT outside your
body! Neither is your belly. There are no whales with bellies hanging
outside their bodies. If the
center of the earth is heaven,
then where is the lowest
hell? Deuteronomy 32:22,
“For a fire is kindled in mine
anger, and shall burn unto
the lowest hell, and shall
consume the earth with
her increase, and set on fire
the foundations of the
mountains.” And Psalms
86:13, “For great is thy
mercy toward me: and thou
hast delivered my soul
from the lowest hell.” You have heaven in place of hell; so when you say
you are going to heaven, do you really mean hell? Because heaven is NOT
in the center of the earth, nor is it in the belly of the earth or the heart of the
earth. HELL is in the center, belly or heart of the earth like the Bible says it
is. Jesus Christ went to hell before he went to heaven, or He would have
never dropped your sins off there. The fact is the Bible tells you Jesus Christ
soul went to hell; but he did not go through any pain there because He is
GOD! Deuteronomy 4:24, “For the LORD thy God is a consuming fire,
even a jealous God.” And Hebrews 12:29, “For our God is a consuming
fire.” And just so you know who this is: 1 John 5:20, “And we know that
the Son of God is come, and hath given us an understanding, that we may
know him that is true, and we are in him that is true, even in his Son Jesus
Christ. This is the true God, and eternal life.” His claim was: John 8:58,
“Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Before Abraham was,
I am.”
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5. Where is hell? Psalms 16:10, “For thou wilt not leave my soul in hell;
neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption.” And Acts 2:27,
“Because thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt thou suffer thine
Holy One to see corruption.” And Acts 13:35, “Wherefore he saith also in
another psalm, Thou shalt not suffer thine Holy One to see corruption.” The
body goes DOWN into the ground to show where the soul is going without
salvation. The lost soul goes down into HELL FIRE and DAMNATION.
6. What you must deal with is where did Christ go when He died? Romans
10:6-7, “But the righteousness which is of faith speaketh on this wise, Say
not in thine heart, Who shall ascend into heaven? (that is, to bring Christ
down from above:) Or, Who shall descend into the deep? (that is, to
bring up Christ again from the dead.)” So heaven is UP and the deep is
DOWN. There are two deeps, but in the case of death, it is down inside the
earth. As we have seen above all the heavens are UP. If you have an inner
world where all the heavens are in the center and the Bible says Hell is in the
center, then you MUST alter your theology. God is not going to alter the
Bible just because you want to believe an error.
Truth is a stubborn thing! Facts do not alter just because you do not believe them.
Interpretive Theological understanding of the Bible is not attained by making the
Bible BEND to what you already believe. You are to BEND to believe what the
Bible already SAYS. The phraseological usage in Genesis 1:22; Matthew 6:10 and
Revelation 12:9, 12 do not discount all the plain passages listed above. You cannot
make the word “in” the doctrinal statement interpretively “inside” when the Bible
says otherwise in MANY passages. If the Dragon is CAST OUT of heaven where
is heaven to be CAST OUT of and how did he get CAST INTO the earth unless he
was OUTSIDE the earth and got cast IN TO it? “IN” does not mean “inside”
because of the idiomatic usage of the word you cannot make it mean “inside” in
every case! And there is NO definitive passage that makes the statement true that
says: “inside the earth” to define “in the earth” in this way.
An Inner Earther wrote: “Thank you for your response, David. I will have to
disagree with you. I think a lot of your points rest on a misunderstanding of the
Concave Earth. UP is towards the center of the earth and DOWN is towards the
outside. All the verses you posted with up and down work just fine once you
recognize that difference between the convex and concave models.”
Sargent Answers: I have misunderstood your idiotic nonsense? No I got it I
explained it already and have created 3D models of it showing how ridiculous it is.
I got it: up is towards the center and down is somewhere you have no idea where it
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is or how far out it goes down. And when something or someone descends they go
DOWN and when they ascend they go UP. I got it: Ascending is going to the
center of the earth and Descending is going out past the dirt to the nether regions!
And when you cast something OUT of heaven INTO the earth… You are doing
just the opposite of what you believe! If heaven is INSIDE the earth you cannot
cast it out of heaven and then into earth unless you are coming from the OUTER
side of the earth and “in” and “into” can mean on the top of the earth. Which it
does also mean as it is an English idiom. Perhaps you failed your English grammar
but that is still a fact like it or not. This comes from understanding what CAST
OUT means. No I understand this cosmological construct better than any “Inner
Earther” does and in fact the “Inner Earther” has made it clear that he disagrees
with the Bible and will believe this ridiculous nonsense regardless of what Biblical
proof there is because he is a Biblical illiterate.
An Inner Earther wrote: “Concerning Isaiah 40:22, are you sure the tent of heaven
is spread around us, or around the Tentmaker (God)? "It is he that sitteth upon the
circle of the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers; that stretcheth
out the heavens as a curtain, and spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in:". The tent
of heaven is for HIMSELF to dwell in, just as anyone who stretches out a tent
usually stays in it. Then, the heaven is not surrounding us, but God. In the concave
earth, the heaven is a ball in the center of the earth surrounding God.”
Sargent Answers: So that makes the earth the tent not the heavens. Er‟Duh!!! How
is this helpful? The issue here
is that: he does not
understanding the three
heavens. The third heaven is
NOT around us at all; and he
would know this if he ever did
any serious Bible Studies. The
only heavens that are around us
are the firmament: so the first
two are surrounding us and the
other issue is that God inhabits
all in all. Even outside and
above the third heaven; God exists in ETERNITY. Eternity is not contained inside
the earth else it would be a finite eternity and would not exist. Eternity must by its
nature be infinite and eternal. This means that it is not contained inside anything
but would contain in essence space and time and mater.
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An Inner Earther wrote: “Hebrews 1:2 does not say any such thing concerning
"galaxies" as you suppose, but merely "worlds". I affirm that there are small
worlds, ball like planets, inside the 8,000 mile diameter earth.
Sargent Answers: I have not said anything about
“galaxies” but since you brought that up, there
are stars that can be seen from the naked eye
that are just a bright spot like a star; when
viewed in a telescope that one star is a group of
stars and planets and yes they are called
galaxies. But then just because the Bible doesn‟t
use this word does not mean that they do not
exist. And the fact that the Bible says worlds is obvious evidence that other worlds
out there are worlds like earth even if they are not inhabitable. The word in the
Bible is host of heaven. Used not only for angels but also the heavenly bodies of
stars and planets and when they are grouped together they are seen here as one
bright dot. When looking through a telescope it is obvious that they are enormous
and could NOT fit inside the earth.
Perhaps the “Inner Earther” needs to do more research and stop altering the Bible
to prove a lie. There is too much in the Bible to get stuck on this “in” issue and
making a ministry on “in”
when “in” does not mean
“inside” all the time. The
words “in earth” show up
only 13 times while it is
obvious that there are more
passages that say “on earth”
15 times and “on the face of
the earth” 1 and “on the face
of the whole earth” 3 and
“face of the earth” 29 times.
These expressions show an outside earth surface of a globe and not an inner earth
at all. 49 times the phrases show that we are on the outside of a spherical globe.
The fact is there is not ONE verse that says we are INSIDE the earth. The phrase
“inside earth” or “inner earth” or “inside the earth” are not found anywhere in the
Bible. That would mean that to make “in earth” the same as “inside the earth” a
private interpretation and not a Bible interpretation. It would also make the “inner
earther” a fraud, a liar and the inner earth cult a hoax.
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An Inner Earther wrote: “And if you want to talk „science‟ of space footage as
somehow relevant to a scriptural look at the world, you will need to deal with the
1897 Rectilineator which decidedly proved the earth curves upward, not
downward.”
Sargent Answers: Rectilineator? The experiment is too old to go back and criticize
and is no longer an experiment, but a myth (just like
the Bedford level experiment) = fallacious
argumentation. It was a lie and proved nothing. But
you are not talking “science” and you are not talking
“Bible” either. You are talking about your pseudoscience and private interpretations of the scriptures.

Do you know that 8,000 miles is not very large?
So the earth is 8000 miles through (or through
inside) and so we can deduce by this the dimensions
of the circumference and the radius. I have the actual
dimensions which I will place here with graphics so
everyone can follow this.
The earth is circular whether you think we are on the
outside of a ball or inside like a nut. The same dimensions will apply both ways.
Using the diameter of 8000 miles when calculating we multiply this to π to give us
25,133 and I rounded that up from the decimal. So this is now can give us the
distance to the center by dividing the circumference by 2 we get the radius:
Now if there is only 13 thousand feet above the surface of the earth what could
actually fit into that like a sun, moon, stars and planets? Really? Someone is not
thinking here. That is tiny!
Circumference: 25,132.74
=
8000 Diameter Less than 13,000 feet to the
π: 3.141593
center?
This drawing is by an inner
earth cult member showing
the ridiculous inner earth
without any depth of earth on the outside. The distance from ground level inside;
which is the outside line but on the inside of that line to the center is only 13
thousand miles (13,000 miles) TO THE CENTER. Not to the heavenly bodies they

Radius: 12566.37 =

25,132.74
2
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have to be closer than that. Now where is the third heaven in this? How is the
earth‟s shadow cast on the mood during a lunar eclipse? Perhaps this model has not
been thought out entirely! From this drawing it looks like the moon‟s phases are
explained by bending light from the sun. Wait; WHAT? Where is THAT in the
Bible? Here are the actual calculations:
If you want to figure the
Circumference: 24,901.55
= 7926.41 Diameter sun, moon stars and planets
π: 3.141593
at two thirds of the distance
from earth to center then
24,901.55
Radius: 12450.78 =
you get two thirds at 8378
2
feet and from these planets
to center you have 4189. I have rounded these off for simplicity. What is important
is that even if you put these heavenly bodies at half the distance between earth and
the center you still do not have enough room for what you can visibly SEE at night
in the heavens. Half the distance would be 6283 miles. So if you place the
heavenly bodies half way between ground level and the center you still have to
account for aircraft jets flying above that.
Now how do we account for the
appearance of the sun and moon
especially when there is a solar
eclipse and the moon goes in
front of the sun they appear to
be the same size. Furthermore
when there is a lunar eclipse the
shadow of the earth is the same
size as the moon. This is caused
by the shadow produce by the
sun on the moon and the earth blocking the sun on the dark side. These things
cannot be explained by an inner earth ideology of cosmology.
An Inner Earther wrote: “You said, „Matthew 12:40, „For as Jonas was three days
and three nights in the whale's belly; so shall the Son of man be three days and
three nights in the heart of the earth.‟ Your heart is NOT outside your body!
Neither is your belly. There are no whale‟s with bellies hanging outside their
bodies.‟ You are merely assuming that hell is the heart of the earth. Heaven is the
heart of the earth. Heaven, not hell (more on that later). So yes, just as Jonah was
three days and three nights in the whale's belly (or center), so was Christ in the
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belly, heart, center, etc. of the earth. And that heart of the earth is not hell, but
heaven.”
Sargent Answers: I did not assume anything. Here the “Inner Earther” lied about
what I said; and lied about me assuming hell is in the belly of the earth and the
heart of the earth. He is assuming that he understands things at all. Now without
assumptions here is what the Bible actually says about all this which he
conveniently did not quote:
So the Bible says in Jonah 2:1-3, “Then Jonah prayed unto the LORD his God
out of the fish's belly, And said, I cried by reason of mine affliction unto the
LORD, and he heard me; out of the belly of hell cried I, and thou heardest my
voice. For thou hadst cast me into the deep, in the midst of the seas; and the floods
compassed me about: all thy billows and thy waves passed over me.” Perhaps the
“Inner Earther” has assumed that the Bible does not say “…the belly of hell…”
Perhaps he is totally wrong in his assumptions. Let‟s see if he is a LIAR. Matthew
12:40, “For as Jonas was three days and three nights in the whale's belly; so shall
the Son of man be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth.” You
can‟t miss it if it didn‟t just jump off the page and slap you in the face. But if it is
still unclear to the liars out there the Bible makes it VERY CLEAR: Psalms 16:10,
“For thou wilt not leave my soul in hell; neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One
to see corruption.” And if this is not clear it is interpreted in the New Testament:
Acts 2:27, “Because thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt thou suffer
thine Holy One to see corruption.” And this is interpreted in the context: Acts
2:31-35, “He seeing this before spake of the resurrection of Christ, that his soul
was not left in hell, neither his flesh did see corruption. This Jesus hath God
raised up, whereof we all are witnesses. Therefore being by the right hand of God
exalted, and having received of the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost, he hath
shed forth this, which ye now see and hear. For David is not ascended into the
heavens: but he saith himself, The LORD said unto my Lord, Sit thou on my
right hand, Until I make thy foes thy footstool.” So the “Inner Earther” is just a
bald faced LIAR and knows NOTHING about the Bible or the Power of God.
Jesus Christ had to go to hell fire and walk through it victorious and then fly across
the great gulf and take paradise OUT of that place and up to heaven OUT of the
earth.
Now if you are still stuck in the inner earth cult that last set of passages goes
further with Acts 13:34-35, “And as concerning that he raised him up from the
dead, now no more to return to corruption, he said on this wise, I will give you the
sure mercies of David. Wherefore he saith also in another psalm, Thou shalt not
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suffer thine Holy One to see corruption.” This is a reference to that same Psalms
referring to the Lord Jesus Christ and the resurrection from the dead. So that if the
Lord Jesus Christ did NOT go to hell then He still has your sins on His body but
He does NOT. Where did they go? Well the Bible just told you where they went.
But the “Inner Earther” is NOT a Bible Believer; he is NOT a Bible Student; he is
a LIAR. The Bible told you that your sins went on his body as the Passover lamb
and then they went from his body to his soul on the cross and at death his soul
became like the scape goat and was sent into the wilderness and that His soul went
to hell and became an offering for sin. But it was the suffering of the cross and the
blood shed for your sins that paid for sin not His soul going to hell. He had paid the
price already when He was on the cross but just like a lost man goes to hell so the
Lord had to go there as well and because He was innocent, Hell could not keep him
and He did not suffer in Hell. He dropped your sin there and went across the great
gulf to Abraham‟s bosom (paradise) and took it out when He rose from the dead.
The “Inner Earther” has an issue with the Bible. (See Luke 16:19-31 for details.)
An Inner Earther wrote: “Concerning the heart of the earth, you said, "the center
would be the belly or heart." Correct. "If the center of the earth is heaven, then
where is the lowest hell?" Beneath our feet. There is dirt and molten lava under our
feet. Hell would be the outermost edge of the earth. We are "in the inner edge, hell
is in the outer edge. Hell being "low" and beneath us doesn't imply what shape it is
or what shape the earth even is. It seems a bit irrelevant.”
Sargent Answers: Oh, it seems a bit irrelevant? What? Hell is in the CENTER of
the EARTH that is the belly or heart of the earth and it is HELL. Quit being so
stupid about the Bible and quit LYING about what the Bible SAYS.
This guy can‟t tell which way is up! He thinks Jesus went to the center of the earth
to heaven when he DESCENDED and then ROSE from the dead and ASCENDED
up to the center of the earth to heaven! WAIT!!! You mean to ascend and descend
is the same direction? See I told you he is STUPID!
An Inner Earther wrote: “Jesus Christ went to hell before he went to heaven, or He
would have never dropped your sins off there.‟ That's simply false. Jesus paid for
our sins on the cross, not in hell. "Who his own self bare our sins in his own body
on the tree, that we, being dead to sins, should live unto righteousness: by whose
stripes ye were healed." (1 Peter 2:24). The Bible never says that after paying and
nailing our sins to the cross that Christ dropped them off in hell. And plus, Jesus
couldn't have gone to hell, because He stated clearly that He would go to heaven
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that same day! "And Jesus said unto him, Verily I say unto thee, To day shalt thou
be with me in paradise." (Luke 23:43).”
Sargent Answers: Romans 5:10-11, “For if, when we were enemies, we were
reconciled to God by the death of his Son, much more, being reconciled, we
shall be saved by his life. And not only so, but we also joy in God through our
Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we have now received the atonement.” Perhaps the
“Inner Earther” has never studied the atonement and the scapegoat. Leviticus
16:10, “But the goat, on which the lot fell to be the scapegoat, shall be presented
alive before the LORD, to make an atonement with him, and to let him go for
a scapegoat into the wilderness.” The scapegoat was sent into the wilderness for
a reason. Jesus Christ was not only the Passover lamb but also the scapegoat to
make atonement. If the Lord did not go to Hell and drop your sins off there then
either He still has them on HIM or YOU still have them on YOU! If it was finished
at the cross, why did Jesus Christ have to be risen from the dead? According to the
“Inner Earther”; Christ was already in heaven after His death. But Jesus Christ said
after the resurrection that He had NOT been to heaven yet.
And now seeing I have already put these passages out there it is always good to get
clarity for what I teach and what the Bible SAYS so here they are AGAIN.
Here is what the Bible says about Jesus Christ going to HELL: Jonah 2:1-3, “Then
Jonah prayed unto the LORD his God out of the fish's belly, And said, I cried by
reason of mine affliction unto the LORD, and he heard me; out of the belly of hell
cried I, and thou heardest my voice. For thou hadst cast me into the deep, in the
midst of the seas; and the floods compassed me about: all thy billows and thy
waves passed over me.” And Matthew 12:40, “For as Jonas was three days and
three nights in the whale's belly; so shall the Son of man be three days and three
nights in the heart of the earth.” And Psalms 16:10, “For thou wilt not leave my
soul in hell; neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption.” And Acts
2:27, “Because thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt thou suffer thine
Holy One to see corruption.” And Acts 2:31-35, “He seeing this before spake of
the resurrection of Christ, that his soul was not left in hell, neither his flesh did
see corruption. This Jesus hath God raised up, whereof we all are witnesses.
Therefore being by the right hand of God exalted, and having received of the
Father the promise of the Holy Ghost, he hath shed forth this, which ye now see
and hear. For David is not ascended into the heavens: but he saith himself, The
LORD said unto my Lord, Sit thou on my right hand, Until I make thy foes thy
footstool.” And Acts 13:34-35, “And as concerning that he raised him up from
the dead, now no more to return to corruption, he said on this wise, I will give you
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the sure mercies of David. Wherefore he saith also in another psalm, Thou shalt
not suffer thine Holy One to see corruption.” And Isaiah 53:10, "Yet it pleased
the LORD to bruise him; he hath put him to grief: when thou shalt make his soul
an offering for sin, he shall see his seed, he shall prolong his days, and the
pleasure of the LORD shall prosper in his hand." This passage is a messianic
prophecy: Isaiah 53:3-12, “He is despised and rejected of men; a man of
sorrows, and acquainted with grief: and we hid as it were our faces from him; he
was despised, and we esteemed him not. Surely he hath borne our griefs, and
carried our sorrows: yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and
afflicted. But he was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our
iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was upon him; and with his stripes we
are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every one to his
own way; and the LORD hath laid on him the iniquity of us all. He was
oppressed, and he was afflicted, yet he opened not his mouth: he is brought as a
lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is dumb, so he openeth
not his mouth. He was taken from prison and from judgment: and who shall
declare his generation? for he was cut off out of the land of the living: for the
transgression of my people was he stricken. And he made his grave with the
wicked, and with the rich in his death; because he had done no violence, neither
was any deceit in his mouth. Yet it pleased the LORD to bruise him; he hath put
him to grief: when thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin, he shall see his
seed, he shall prolong his days, and the pleasure of the LORD shall prosper in his
hand. He shall see of the travail of his soul, and shall be satisfied: by his
knowledge shall my righteous servant justify many; for he shall bear their
iniquities. Therefore will I divide him a portion with the great, and he shall divide
the spoil with the strong; because he hath poured out his soul unto death: and he
was numbered with the transgressors; and he bare the sin of many, and made
intercession for the transgressors.” Notice carried, laid on him, make his soul an
offering for sin, travail of his soul, bear their iniquities, bare the sins; are all
references to the SOUL of the Lord Jesus Christ and NOT his BODY. His SOUL
and BODY suffered on the cross. It was the scapegoat that the sins of the people
carried, and bore, and was sent into the wilderness (the desert a hot barren place a
similitude of hell.) The “Inner Earther” just ignores these passages completely and
perverts the Bible when he does this.
Now let‟s get the perspective on ascending and descending and the problems with
Descending and Ascending. In the inner earth model descending is going towards
the outside of the earth from within while ascending is going from inside the earth
to the center or towards the center:
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John 1:51, “And he saith unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Hereafter ye
shall see heaven open, and the angels of God ascending and descending upon
the Son of man.” Ok so angels going up and down from earth to heaven right? So
heaven is UP and earth is DOWN and if you go further DOWN inside the earth
you go to HELL. Ok? This works in both cosmologies however:
Ezekiel 26:20, “When I shall bring thee down with them
that descend into the pit, with the people of old time, and
shall set thee in the low parts of the earth, in places
desolate of old, with them that go down to the pit, that thou
be not inhabited; and I shall set glory in the land of the
living;” So DOWN is in the LOW PARTS of the earth and
notice the IN here would be for the “Inner Earther” INSIDE
but no because here inside is DOWN therefore it must be
OUTSIDE. Sounds like Dr. Seuss production: Inside,
Outside, Upside-Down. Next thing you know the “Inner
Earther” will be quoting from Dr. Seuss himself counting fish or something as
ridiculous.
So the inside earth MUST be right after all it‟s only a
viewpoint inside, outside or upside-down. It just depends
on how you look at it. The trouble with the “Inner Earther”
is that he has made the blunder of private interpritation
based on his own understanding. He has not been honest;
he has dealt treacherously with the words of God and lied
about what the Bible says. He is not a Bible Believer nor is
he a Bible student. He is a conjurer of idols in his own
heart to think to make a name for himself. However he is
only making a name for the devil that is his familiar. The
“Inner Earther” should count the fish and learn to read before you make yourself
look like a fool. Oh, ops too late. Looks like you have done that already.
Ezekiel 31:16, “I made the nations to shake at the sound of his fall, when I cast
him down to hell with them that descend into the pit: and all the trees of Eden,
the choice and best of Lebanon, all that drink water, shall be comforted in the
nether parts of the earth.” If they go DOWN into the nether parts of the earth
how are they comforted? WAIT the trees of Eden are there! Eden is paradise and it
was in the nether parts OF THE EARTH. Cast down to hell? Do you know what
“nether” means? Beneath your feet: Let me help this pitiful little childish idiot out:
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From: https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/nether
“Nether: Etymology 1: From Middle English nether, nethere, nithere, from Old
English niþera (“lower, under, lowest”, adjective), from ni er, ni or (“below,
beneath, down, downwards, lower, in an inferior position”, adverb), from ProtoGermanic *ni er, *ni ra (“down”), from Proto-Indo-European *ni-, *nei- (“in,
down”); akin to Old Saxon adjective nithiri (“nether”), adverb nithar (“down”),
Old High German adjective nidari, nidaro (“nether”), adverb nidar (“down”) (see
German nieder), Old Dutch nither (see Dutch neder) Old Norse adjective ne ri,
ne arri (“nether”), adverb ni r (“down”); all from a Germanic word that is a
comparative of a word akin to Sanskrit

(ni, “down”), Albanian n n (“under,

in”).
Adjective: Nether (comparative nethermore, superlative nethermost)
1. Lower; under. The disappointed child‟s nether lip quivered.
2. Lying beneath, or conceived as lying beneath, the Earth‟s surface. The
nether regions.
Adverb: Nether (Comparative more nether, superlative most nether)
1. Down; downward.
2. Low; low down.
Etymology 2: Alteration of earlier nither, from Middle English nitheren, from Old
English ni erian (“to depress, abase, bring low, humiliate, oppress, accuse,
condemn”), from Old English ni er (“below, beneath, down, downwards, lower, in
an inferior position”).” End of Quote. So nether is beneath and inside the earth.
The “Inner Earther” needs a lesson to Bible Study, not just English Etymology. So
let‟s get an understanding about the words “ascend” and “descend”:
Romans 10:6-7, “But the righteousness which is of faith speaketh on this wise, Say
not in thine heart, Who shall ascend into heaven? (that is, to bring Christ down
from above:) Or, Who shall descend into the deep? (that is, to bring up Christ
again from the dead.)”
1 Thessalonians 4:16, “For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a
shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in
Christ shall rise first:” The Lord descends from heaven and the dead in Christ
shall RISE… So from the “Inner Earther” point of view the Lord descending from
heaven is to come from the center of the earth and show up somewhere in the
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center of the earth above the ground. Then the dead in Christ will rise up from the
ground towards the inside of the earth. Because for the “Inner Earther” up is down
and down is up! Because he like Satan is backwards.
Ephesians 4:8-10, “Wherefore he saith, When he ascended up on high, he led
captivity captive, and gave gifts unto men. (Now that he ascended, what is it but
that he also descended first into the lower parts of the earth? He that
descended is the same also that ascended up far above all heavens, that he
might fill all things.)” If the third heaven is the center of the earth how did He
ascend up far above ALL HEAVENS? So which is it? If he descended first into the
lower parts of the earth is that the center of the earth or heaven? It said that he
DESCENDED FIRST not ascended first! The “Inner Earther” doesn‟t know which
way is UP! Perhaps he also doesn‟t know his right hand from his left either. He
can‟t deal with an important Bible doctrine because it obliterates his ideology and
philosophy. The fact is Jesus Christ did go to hell and the Bible says so. The “Inner
Earther” says he did not. So who is right? The “Inner Earther”? Or the Bible? Here
again are some of the passages that tell you this:
Psalms 16:10, “For thou wilt not leave my soul in hell; neither wilt thou suffer
thine Holy One to see corruption.” Prophetic about the Lord Jesus Christ as it is
referenced in the New Testament in Acts 2:27-36. So if the “Inner Earther” says
He did not go to hell and the Bible says that He DID… Who are you going to
believe? The “Inner Earther” is a false teacher.
Psalms 68:18, “Thou hast ascended on high, thou hast led captivity captive: thou
hast received gifts for men; yea, for the rebellious also, that the LORD God might
dwell among them.” Paul quotes this and adds to it the New Testament explanation
so you will not make the same mistake that the “Inner Earther” has done.
Ephesians 4:8-10, “Wherefore he saith, When he ascended up on high, he led
captivity captive, and gave gifts unto men. (Now that he ascended, what is it but
that he also descended first into the lower parts of the earth? He that
descended is the same also that ascended up far above all heavens, that he
might fill all things.)” So here we see that the “Inner Earther” is totally wrong, in
error and lying about the truth. He said descending first into heaven and still does
not see his error when he said ascending up. If up and down are in reverse why is
descending the same as ascending? The “Inner Earther” is found to be a liar and a
deceiver. To maintain his philosophy of the inner earth he must also make ascend
and descend the same and LIE about the truth.
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John 3:13, “And no man hath ascended up to heaven, but he that came down
from heaven, even the Son of man which is in heaven.” So if ascend and descend
are the same then when the Lord came DOWN when he went UP! Right? This is
what the “Inner Earther” would have to teach because he has Jesus Christ going
into the lower parts of the earth up into heaven! Think about that: how in the world
do you go DOWN to the LOWER parts of the earth and make that going UP into
HEAVEN? Unless you are mentally bankrupt?
John 6:62, “What and if ye shall see the Son of man ascend up where he was
before?” The “Inner Earther” thinks he was descending when he went up and
ascending when he came down! Or he realty doesn‟t know what he believes
because he is mentally handicapped.
John 20:17, “Jesus saith unto her, Touch me not; for I am not yet ascended to
my Father: but go to my brethren, and say unto them, I ascend unto my Father,
and your Father; and to my God, and your God.” Perhaps the “Inner Earther” needs
to get a Bible education by just READING what the Bible SAYS first before
opening his mouth and cramming both feet into it. After Jesus ROSE from the
Dead he said he had NOT ascended to my Father yet… So when He died did he
ascend to the Father like the “Inner Earther” said? Perhaps the “Inner Earther” has
missed some things here! Right? Yes he did.
Acts 2:27-36, “Because thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt thou
suffer thine Holy One to see corruption. Thou hast made known to me the ways of
life; thou shalt make me full of joy with thy countenance. Men and brethren, let me
freely speak unto you of the patriarch David, that he is both dead and buried, and
his sepulchre is with us unto this day. Therefore being a prophet, and knowing
that God had sworn with an oath to him, that of the fruit of his loins, according to
the flesh, he would raise up Christ to sit on his throne; He seeing this before
spake of the resurrection of Christ, that his soul was not left in hell, neither his
flesh did see corruption. This Jesus hath God raised up, whereof we all are
witnesses. Therefore being by the right hand of God exalted, and having received
of the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost, he hath shed forth this, which ye now
see and hear. For David is not ascended into the heavens: but he saith himself,
The LORD said unto my Lord, Sit thou on my right hand, Until I make thy foes thy
footstool. Therefore let all the house of Israel know assuredly, that God hath
made that same Jesus, whom ye have crucified, both Lord and Christ.” There
is no mistake about this as the passage and its context is very clear. The “Inner
Earther” has a one track mind and that mind is outside his head! This explains the
Psalms passage where David is NOT talking about himself but someone else and
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here it is explained WHO David is talking about. It is Jesus Christ and NOT
himself.
An Inner Earther wrote: “You said, „What you must deal with is where did Christ
go when He died? Romans 10:6-7, „But the righteousness which is of faith
speaketh on this wise, Say not in thine heart, Who shall ascend into heaven? (that
is, to bring Christ down from above:) Or, Who shall descend into the deep? (that is,
to bring up Christ again from the dead.)‟ Christ said He went to paradise. Romans
10 is not about the journey of Christ after His death. It's about Christians who
should „say not‟ phrases that would either imply the bringing of Christ down from
above or up from the dead.”
Sargent Answers: In light of Acts 2:27-36, “Because thou wilt not leave my soul
in hell, neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption. Thou hast made
known to me the ways of life; thou shalt make me full of joy with thy countenance.
Men and brethren, let me freely speak unto you of the patriarch David, that he is
both dead and buried, and his sepulchre is with us unto this day. Therefore
being a prophet, and knowing that God had sworn with an oath to him, that of the
fruit of his loins, according to the flesh, he would raise up Christ to sit on his
throne; He seeing this before spake of the resurrection of Christ, that his soul
was not left in hell, neither his flesh did see corruption. This Jesus hath God
raised up, whereof we all are witnesses. Therefore being by the right hand of God
exalted, and having received of the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost, he hath
shed forth this, which ye now see and hear. For David is not ascended into the
heavens: but he saith himself, The LORD said unto my Lord, Sit thou on my right
hand, Until I make thy foes thy footstool. Therefore let all the house of Israel know
assuredly, that God hath made that same Jesus, whom ye have crucified, both
Lord and Christ.” The “Inner Earther” is just WRONG! He will not deal with
Romans 10:6-7 in light of Acts 2:27-36. If he did then he would have to concede.
But he will not deal with Acts 2:27-36 because it completely messes up his
pseudo-theological philosophic sophistry.
Paradise was NOT in heaven until the Lord Jesus Christ took it OUT of the nether
regions of the earth. You would know this if you believed the Bible: Luke 16:1931. That is also covered in my last statement where Jesus Christ said he had NOT
ascended to the Father after the resurrection yet and told Mary NOT to touch Him.
An Inner Earther wrote: “You said, „So heaven is UP and the deep is DOWN.‟
Correct. „There are two deeps,‟ Not so sure about that, but I'll grant you that. „but
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in the case of death, it is down inside the earth.‟ I agree. Hell is simply closer to the
outside of the earth, but it's inside just like we are inside.”
Sargent Answers: Hell is INSIDE? As opposed to what? If nothing is on the
outside does the earth go on forever down and outward? Perhaps you have a verse
for this? What is the great gulf that there in the Old Testament in Luke 16:19-31?
This “Inner Earther” said he is not sure about the two deeps! And one is in the
cosmology, without which you cannot KNOW anything about the subject he is
trying to talk about and write about and think about. He is admittedly STUPID
about this subject.
An Inner Earther wrote: “You said, „If you have an inner world where all the
heavens are in the center and the Bible says Hell is in the center, then you MUST
alter your theology.‟ Chapter and verse that says that „hell‟ is in the center or heart
of the earth. I've been looking for one and haven't found it yet.”
Sargent Answers: Wow, I have given it over and over again. I believe there are
some people just fulfill these prophecies: Isaiah 6:10, “Make the heart of this
people fat, and make their ears heavy, and shut their eyes; lest they see with
their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their heart, and convert,
and be healed.” And Isaiah 44:18, “They have not known nor understood: for he
hath shut their eyes, that they cannot see; and their hearts, that they cannot
understand.” And Jeremiah 5:21, “Hear now this, O foolish people, and without
understanding; which have eyes, and see not; which have ears, and hear not:”
With the New Testament counterparts: Matthew 13:15, “For this people's heart is
waxed gross, and their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have closed;
lest at any time they should see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and should
understand with their heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them.” And
John 12:40, “He hath blinded their eyes, and hardened their heart; that they
should not see with their eyes, nor understand with their heart, and be converted,
and I should heal them.” And Acts 28:27, “For the heart of this people is waxed
gross, and their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes have they closed; lest
they should see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their
heart, and should be converted, and I should heal them.” And Romans 11:8,
“(According as it is written, God hath given them the spirit of slumber, eyes
that they should not see, and ears that they should not hear;) unto this day.”
This “Inner Earther” takes the cake on these verses.
So once again the sign that Jesus Christ gives of his death, burial and resurrection
is the sign of Jonah who was three days and three nights in the belly of HELL.
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Matthew 12:39-40, “But he answered and said unto them, An evil and adulterous
generation seeketh after a sign; and there shall no sign be given to it, but the sign
of the prophet Jonas: For as Jonas was three days and three nights in the
whale's belly; so shall the Son of man be three days and three nights in the
heart of the earth.” Also in Matthew 16:4 & Luke 11:29-30. So where did Jonah
say he was during that time? Jonah 2:2, “And said, I cried by reason of mine
affliction unto the LORD, and he heard me; out of the belly of hell cried I, and
thou heardest my voice.” Wait you mean Jonah didn‟t go to heaven when he was in
the belly of that fish? So how is this like Jesus Christ? The “Inner Earther” just
can‟t read. Why is this NOT a verse for that if Jesus Christ said it was?
An Inner Earther wrote: “Rather, I have found plenty of reasons to believe that
Jesus meant what He said when He said that He went to PARADISE (HEAVEN)
the day He died. He didn't go to hell.”
Sargent Answers: He didn‟t give you a chapter and verse and defined paradise for
you instead of giving a chapter and verse for that as well. That is called a private
interpretation. Ok so believe a lie then but the Bible says He went to hell; you said
He didn‟t go to hell; so you are the LAIR not my Bible. I have quoted verse after
verse after verse and you just ignored them. Then you say you found plenty of
reasons, etc. but gave NONE! If you want to be ignorant then do that, just ignore
the Bible. The Old Testament did not end until the Resurrection of the Lord Jesus
Christ so Paradise was still in the area near Hell fire like the Bible says. This
paradise is called Abrahams Bosom and that is where Lazarus went when he died.
If you are still unsure about this Paradise was the same as the Garden of Eden
which went down in the earth next to hell fire. But if you get your ups and downs
mixes up you will teach the kind of false doctrine.
An Inner Earther wrote: “You said, „You cannot make the word „in‟ the doctrinal
statement interpretively „inside‟ when the Bible says otherwise in MANY
passages.‟ Okay, where does the Bible say that we are on the OUTSIDE of the
earth?”
Sargent Answers: I have already many times but here we go again: “in the earth”
has 66 hits in 64 verses; “inside the earth” has no hits in no verses; “upon the
earth” has 95 hits in 92 verses; “on the earth” has 36 hits in 35 verses. UPON is the
opposite of IN and there are more UPONs than there are INs. Here is one of my
drawings of the inner earth nonsense junk perpetrated by these false teachers.
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What this moron wants is a
verse that says “outside” when
he knows that word is not
associated with the earth; but
why would there be a statement
like this. I mean why make a
statement when there is no
question about being outside or
inside. The fact is if you were to
cast someone OUT of
HEAVEN and heaven being UP
then you are casting them
DOWN OUT of HEAVEN and
the three heavens are INSIDE
the earth and then you cast them INTO the earth; from where are they going and to
where are they going? That is if you are casting OUT of heaven and heaven is
inside the earth then you must cast them outside the earth to get out of heaven;
however is you are casting something inside the earth then by that definition the
thing being cast inside the earth must be outside it not inside. Some people have a
hard time thinking.
Cast in point:
Revelation 12:9, “And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the
Devil, and Satan, which
deceiveth the whole world:
he was cast out into the
earth, and his angels were
cast out with him.” What
was he and his angels “cast
out” of? And what were they
if they were cast out of
heaven and then “cast INTO
the earth”: where are they
then?
Example:
So this is what you would
have to believe if the inner
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earth were true. If you make “into” equate “on the surface of” which it is then you
would have to make “in” also “on the surface of” which it is; and that means we
are on a globe on the outside.
This is a photo of the earth. There are many photos of the earth that you can SEE.
The Bible vindicates this that the earth is a
WORLD: worlds are globular. They are all
spherical and the earth is no different in this
matter.
The “Inner Earther‟s” problem is that he
wants a following and wants notoriety and
fame. He does not want the truth. He relishes
in his lies and will not see the truth because
he is a liar. Hell is cast into the lake of fire.
Where is the lake of fire? In the mode of the
inner earth the lake of fire does not exist.
Where would it be? How is the inner world even close to a similitude of the
tabernacle? It is not at all similar to the tabernacle. The heavens are like the
tabernacle yet the inner earth is just the opposite.
“…Upon the earth…” Shows up in Genesis 1:11, 15, 17, 25-26, 28, 30; 2:5; 6:12,
17, 7:4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 17-19, 21, 24; 8:17, 19; 9:2, 16-17 & 19:23. And that is just
the first book in the Bible. There are 95 times in 92 verses where “…upon the
earth…” shows up. That is the outside of the earth making the earth a ball, globe
and sphere. It is a sphere like all worlds are. That is what the circle is that the Lord
sat on in the temple all the time he dwelt with the children of Israel. He sat on the
circle of the earth.
The Bible says we are on the
outside where it says HELL is
inside. There is no assumption in
this at all. But this line of reasoning
figures when you try to line up the
Bible with a particular doctrine. It
causes implacability. The fact is you
can send up an air balloon with a
cam into the outer atmosphere and
see the curve of the earth. Many
people have done this. If you really believe in this inside the earth nonsense why
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not do that experiment yourself and see that you are on the outside of the ball.
Have you ever viewed what earth would look like from our perspective if we were
inside? I think you are not allowing the Bible to teach you; you are using the Bible
to prove your theory.
The Bible tells you that hell is in the center of the
earth, yet you still refuse to see, acknowledge or
believe this. I am a Bible Believer, Believing the
Bible is the basis for doctrine; not the other way
around. Your inversion doctrine is based on the
bias inversion way you use the Bible. You believe
your doctrine and then have tried to make the
Bible fit it. This straining at a gnat to swallow
your camel will not work. Hell is in the center of
the earth. We are NOT.
So it‟s 8,000 mile diameter earth? Really? And the sun, moon and stars are inside
it? Let me see, so how is day and night accomplished? How would the earth go in
front of the sun to cast a shadow on the moon? How do you account for the curve
not going up but down when you go higher in the atmosphere? The Bible is still
true no matter who tries to make a lie out of it. Consider your 8,000 mile diameter
earth - you do know you would see the sides going up? Have you ever really
understood what you are suggesting? How do
you fit the 864,576 miles of sun inside 8,000
miles of earth? None of the physics in your
universe works. It is opposed to the Bible
and it is opposed to physics which the Bible
proves is right in this that we are on the
outside of the Earth. Another problem with
your theory is that the higher up you go the
more distance you have to travel to get across
the face of the earth. An interesting phrase
that is: "face of the earth" Genesis 4:14; 6:1,
7; 7:4; 41:56; Exodus 10:5; 32:12; 33:16;
Numbers 11:31; 22:5, 11; Deuteronomy
6:15... etc. Your face is not inside your head!
The face of the earth is on the outside, or it
would NOT be called FACE. Err Duh!
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About that last clause there are many of these verses that have "...upon the face of
the earth..." and the word "UPON" is UP ON, not DOWN UNDER or IN SIDE!
Isaiah 23:17 is one such verse and has this clause: "...all the kingdoms of the world
upon the face of the earth." And you must understand the when Christ died he was
3 days and 3 nights in the heart of earth not heaven, it was hell. But because you
have rejected what the Bible says, you will not understand this. Isaiah 53:10, "Yet
it pleased the LORD to bruise him; he hath put him to grief: when thou shalt
make his soul an offering for sin, he shall see his seed, he shall prolong his days,
and the pleasure of the LORD shall prosper in his hand." It was not just His body
on the cross, but His soul became an offering for sin, Jesus Christ BECAME sin
for us. So you say Jesus Christ didn't go to hell, then you are a liar because the
Bible says He did: Psalms 16:10, "For thou wilt not leave my soul in hell; neither
wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption." and Acts 2:27, "Because thou
wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see
corruption." But that would not be a first time you have been wrong. The
resurrection FROM the dead is the blessing of the gospel we call the blessed hope
that one day we will be raised FROM the dead (or raised alive); most people in the
body of Christ are not alive when the Lord comes. Perhaps you need to re-examine
your theories and line them up with the Bible and provable physics that also lines
up with the Bible.
I have no misunderstanding of your theories of the concave earth; I believe the
earth is hollow, and there was a concave earth inside that was called Abrahams
bosom, but after the Lord was raised up He took that out. Now Hell is enlarged
itself. Hell in the Bible would be your sun in your theory. It is a ball of fire in the
center of the hollow earth. There is no night there as you know.
Just a recap question: Please explain day and night with a sun inside the earth: it
would be day all the time and the whole inside would always be lit up with no
night time. What cast the night shadow? Why does the sun look like it is going
around the earth? Just because you want to believe something does not make it
true. Physics shows by evidential proof the earth is round, we are on the outside
and the heavens are above, and a fire is inside the earth. The Bible agrees because
it is based on FACTS; not theories of un-provable nonsense and biblical baseless
buffoonery. Time to get out of the clouds, and start winning people to Christ. The
inner earth is fake science with their sun light having to “bend” to accomplish what
they say it is doing when a globe is the better explanation and it matches what the
Bible says.
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An Inner Earther wrote: “‟It says we are on the outside where it says HELL is
inside.‟ But I believe hell is in the inside as a Concave Earther, so that doesn't work
for me.”
Sargent Answers: It doesn‟t work for you? So sorry the Bible doesn‟t work for
you! I mean really that is your attempt to debunk the truth. Wait which inside are
we talking about? Inside the earth is where heaven is or hell? I thought you said
heaven is inside the earth? Are you confused? If hell is inside the
earth meaning inside the dirt on the outer side of the ball? So
inside is inside and outside? Or inside is outside in the outer parts
inside the inside? Yep the “Inner Earther” is totally confused
about where Hell is! He is trying to cover up his lack of
understanding by word
play. This is called
sophistry. He is using idiomatic
phraseology to distort the truth. He doesn‟t
know which way is up and can‟t tell if we
are inside, outside or upside-down. He
needs to go back to kindergarten. I bet he
lives in a house like this one.
An Inner Earther wrote: “‟If you really believe in this inside the earth nonsense
why not do that experiment yourself and see that you are on the outside of the
ball.‟ I'm actually planning to do just that. Could you consider joining me in that
experiment? That experiment is absolutely hated by the Jesuits. The man who
encouraged it to happen back in 1897 (Cyrus Teed) was beaten to death by the US
Town Marshal. In 1931, independent politician Gustave F. Ebding requested
Congress to do it. They never bothered to respond. Here in 2016, another man
(Steven J. Christopher) wanted to do it, but (as I was there), it
turns out his entire purpose was to debunk the 1897 experiment
(contrary to what he claimed). He also is a self-professed highlevel Freemason. Another man recently claimed he was going
to repeat the experiment (Brian Mullin, he's a flat earther), but
is going back on his word of doing it mechanically, and is now
just planning to use lasers (which light can bend). He is also now preaching out of
the Catholic New American Bible and claims he was raised Catholic. Whoever
tried re-doing this experiment was somehow stopped or had ulterior motives to
defame this entire experiment. I'm the only one I know who actually is trying to get
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it done. So I invite you to help me in that effort by simply observing it and making
sure I don't cheat.”
Sargent Answers: The Bible already told you we are on the outside of a world not
inside. The experiment will not
work; and if you were to prove by
some experiment that we are inside
the earth then you would have to
rewrite your Bible so that no one or
nothing is cast OUT of heaven and
then INTO the earth! The fact is
people have sent up balloons with
cams into the air and took photos of
these things. Here is one from a
father and son who shot this photo
for a science project.
An Inner Earther wrote: “‟Hell is in the center of the earth. We are NOT.‟ I never
said we are in the CENTER of the earth. I said we were in the inner edge of the
earth. I'm still not sure you're understanding me.”
Sargent Answers: Yes, yes I do. You are not understanding me obviously. Hell is
in the center of the earth we are NOT inside the earth (this is the obvious meaning
of we are not in the center of the earth.) English idioms are not your strong suit are
they? If you are INSIDE the earth where does the center start and stop?
An Inner Earther wrote: “you wrote “About that last clause there are many of these
verses that have „...upon the face of the earth...‟ and the word „UPON‟ is UP ON,
not DOWN UNDER or IN SIDE!‟ You keep forgetting that according to Genesis
1, the earth can either be the entire world, or just the "dry land". Take your pick:
either we are ON the dirt and IN the earth, or we are IN the dirt and ON the earth.
Sargent Answers: Actually both your cases are wrong! We are ON the earth and
On the dirt OF the earth. This is what an idiom is: if I said I am IN Florida; I do not
mean I am INSIDE the dirt of Florida! In is NOT inside here. When I say: I am IN
a pickle! I am not saying that I am INSIDE a pickle! I am actually in a mess; but
even then I am not necessarily INSIDE the mess! You will not deal with:
Ephesians 4:9-10, “(Now that he ascended, what is it but that he also descended
first into the lower parts of the earth? He that descended is the same also that
ascended up far above all heavens, that he might fill all things.)” Because you
will alter the meaning by making ascended and descended the same thing! You
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make the lower parts of the earth: heaven; and then ascended above all heavens
also going up to the center of the earth. You have by this made heaven and hell the
same place! Your lack of understanding shows up when you see that the Lord
Jesus Christ “…DESCENDED FIRST INTO THE LOWER PARTS OF THE
EARTH…” and if you make that heaven; then how is this descending if ascending
is going up into heaven?
An Inner Earther wrote: “you said „8,000 mile diameter earth? Really? And the
sun, moon and stars are inside it? Let me see, so how is day and night
accomplished? How would the earth go in front of the sun to cast a shadow on the
moon? How do you account for the curve not going up but down when you go
higher in the atmosphere?‟ Very simple. Day and night is accomplished via the
electromagnet of the earth's outer edge bending all light inside the earth. The sun's
light as it reaches down to us bends upward, thus reaching exactly half of the earth.
The bending sunlight continues to bend up on the other side of the earth (but far
above our heads to see it) to hit the moon. Depending on where the moon is in
regards to the bendy light is what phase it will be in. And in fact, I encourage you
to go in an airplane, and see the horizon continue to rise precisely to your eye
level. I've done it plenty of times and have always been surprised to see the horizon
keep rising instead of lowering.”
Sargent Answers: So just an airplane? Well what is the maximum altitude you have
gone up inside the earth? Perhaps you cannot go high enough in an airplane! Did
you go 20 thousand feet up? Everyone knows that the diameter of earth is
approximately 8,000 miles. You do know the depth of that center would be?
Light does not bend using any electromagnets; I have many magnets around my
office and no light is bending. I have a laser light and put a magnet up to it and the
light still does not bend. I suppose in that 8,000 miles it would bend right? So if I
was shine a laser light up to the moon my point of trajectory would not be a
straight line? Pht! The “Inner Earther” is a faker and a fraud. He is a know nothing
sophist.
An Inner Earther wrote: “Unfortunately, it will probably be hard to grasp this
concept. I know it was hard for me, since it is generally assumed that light is
straight (when geodetic experiments and naval records show otherwise).”
Sargent Answers: No it is not hard to grasp the concept of bending light; but if that
were possible and if light could bend as you suggest then it could be harness as an
energy source by bending the light around to produce light back at its source and
therefore create an endless light source! This is just more foolish yapping and
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extreme folly. There is no such thing as bending light aside from refraction which
is not electromagnetic. You can use water, or oxygen, or any number of constructs
to refract or reflect light like prisms or infrared beams or ultraviolet beams. This is
all distorted lights not bending lights. There is no scientific evidence that light
bends by means of electro-magnetism. He gave no scientific evidence for his
statements about bending light. He gave no scientific evidence for any geodetic
naval records that show anything. He gave NO PROOF at all! Yet when I give
scientific proof for what I have said he ignores it or says that it is not from the
Bible so it must not count. He is a LIAR and DECEIVER.
Job 38:18-20, “Hast thou perceived the breadth of the earth? declare if thou
knowest it all. Where is the way where light dwelleth? and as for darkness,
where is the place thereof, That thou shouldest take it to the bound thereof, and that
thou shouldest know the paths to the house thereof?” The “Inner Earther” can‟t
know the breadth of the earth and can‟t tell where light dwells. Because he is a
fool, and does not believe the Bible. The breadth of the earth is an outer dimension
of a thing. Job 38:24, “By what way is the light parted, which scattereth the east
wind upon the earth?” Light is not bent it is parted. That is a scientific statement in
the Bible. Where does it say that light bends? Someone is trying to pull your legs.
Both of them! Psalms 56:13, “For thou hast delivered my soul from death: wilt
not thou deliver my feet from falling, that I may walk before God in the light
of the living?” A Messianic Prophecy about the Lord Jesus Christ and His
resurrection. The answer to the question is YES, Obviously.
An Inner Earther wrote: “But the picture is basically this: the "S" is the sun, the
other circle is the moon, the white parts on the moon are the lit up parts, and the
lines coming from the sun are the sun rays. As you can see in the diagram, as the
sunlight moves down towards us, it bends up (due to the electromagnetic shell a
concave earth would need to have to replicate the magnetic poles). It only reaches
half of the earth, when it bends up even more (far above those people's heads) and
can only hit the moon. The lunar eclipse is caused when the sunlight bends
completely around to the other side, leaving a circular cone with no light
whatsoever.”
Sargent Answers: Nice but that is not physics. It is just somebodies idea to make
up a reason for believing in this concave earth. So you have to make up pseudoscience to come up with a reason why it just doesn‟t fit in any known physics.
What Bible verse does it say that LIGHT BENDS? Please just give ONE? No? So
when it suits the “Inner Earther” he will not produce any proof, just ideas,
ridiculous ideas at that. How high have you actually flown up? 25 thousand feet?
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An Inner Earther wrote: “you said: “Consider your 8,000 mile diameter earth - you
do know you would see the sides going up? Have you ever really understood what
you are suggesting?" I think you misunderstand the model. The sides wouldn't be
seen going up because light is bending up, thus bending our perception of reality.”
Sargent Answers: I see so you are saying that your perception of reality is BENT?
So you are admitting to being perverted? Thank you for that testimony. Actually
light does NOT bend; it can be refracted, reflected, and parted but not bent. This is
the age old Einstein E=MC² folding space / time to make up a way to travel in
space over vast expanses. But how can anyone prove that that equation is true if
the speed of light is the fastest thing around then why make a formula where you
square the speed of light? This equation is saying Energy is equal to Mass times
The Speed of Light “C” to the power of 2! You know you can‟t even test this
theory because light cannot travel faster than light can travel! Err Duh!!! Einstein
believed light could be bent. But he was wrong. There is no natural example of this
anywhere. This idea of bending light to explain why our perception of reality is
bent is the stupidest thing I have ever heard. The “Inner Earther” gives for his
proof of the inner earth that light bends; and light bends because we are in the
inner earth! And you cannot ever tell you are inside because the bending light
gives the impression that you are on the outside of the earth but because light is
bent our reality of what we see is all completely bent and therefore because we are
inside the earth then we are inside the earth therefore light bends! The “Inner
Earther‟s” his own god proclaiming this revelation as his own invention. If
everyone‟s perception is bent then how do you know you are not wrong and the
perception is normal and light does NOT bend and we are on the outside of the
Earth like the Bible SAYS we are?
An Inner Earther wrote: “you said: “How do you fit the 864,576 miles of sun
inside 8,000 miles of earth?" Very simple: the sun's not that big.”
Sargent Answers: The sun is not that big? And do you know how big the sun is
then? Perhaps the “Inner Earther” did not know that we see Mercury (the planet)
going around the sun. It can be calculated as to its size. We can see also that
Mercury has one side always facing the sun. And if the sun were smaller than the
physics would allow and if the “Inner Earther”is right that the sun is INSIDE the
earth making it really – really - REALLY SMALL. Then what size is Mercury? It
would be smaller than the moon. It would be so small it would fit in your living
room. However we can see the landscape up close of Mercury, Venus and Mars
and the gas giants Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and the landscape of Pluto.
There is no theory in this. We can go to the nearest observatory and see these
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things with our own eyes. They can be viewed in a telescope. Even a home
telescope but perhaps this “Inner Earther” has never looked through a telescope.
He has only looked within himself for his ideas, philosophies and not inquired of
the Lord at all. He uses the Bible where he can and just ignores the parts he
disagrees with making his own noggin his god.
An Inner Earther wrote: “you said: “Another problem with your theory is that the
higher up you go the more distance you have to travel to get across the face of the
earth. An interesting phrase that is: "face of the earth" Genesis 4:14; 6:1, 7; 7:4;
41:56; Exodus 10:5; 32:12; 33:16; Numbers 11:31; 22:5, 11; Deuteronomy 6:15...
etc. Your face is not inside your head! The face of the earth is on the outside, or it
would NOT be called FACE." 1828 Webster Dictionary: FACE: In a general
sense, the surface of a thing, or the side which presents itself to the view of a
spectator; as the face of the earth; the face of the waters. Inner surfaces
are...surfaces, faces. You do realize that your exact argument is used by the flat
earthers to say that a round ball cannot have a face either?”
Sargent answers: I am sure many people can say anything they want, so what.
Your face is still on the OUTSIDE of your head! So what you said is meaningless
in light of where this phrase shows up:
Genesis 7:4, “For yet seven days, and I will cause it to rain upon the earth forty
days and forty nights; and every living substance that I have made will I destroy
from off the face of the earth.” Prior to the flood notice the phrase: “…from off
the face of the earth…” Therefore “off” is the opposite of “on” not “IN” and so the
face of the earth is ON the earth not IN the earth.
Genesis 8:9, “But the dove found no rest for the sole of her foot, and she returned
unto him into the ark, for the waters were on the face of the whole earth: then he
put forth his hand, and took her, and pulled her in unto him into the ark.” Further
readings show the same things and here “…the waters were on the face of the
whole earth…” Where were the waters? “…ON the face of the whole earth…”
why did it not say “in”? Because they were “ON”; so therefore if “in” means
“inside” then “on” means “upon“ or “on top” or “outside”. What is good for the
goose is good for gander! The lopsided espousalogical pseudo-science of the inner
eathers is paramount to abandonment of truth and a gathering together the darkness
of the abyss in their hearts. Notice also that “…the face of the whole earth…” is
not saying something that is inside because it would not be whole! It was be hole!
Inside is not a whole of anything.
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There is no light in their ideologies and philosophies. There is no Bible basis for
making “in” the same as “inside” when the phrase “inside the earth” NEVER
appears anywhere in the Bible. They have created a private interpritation of the
passages they USE to promote their error. They will NOT deal with the Bible
where it contradicts their basic belief structure. They MUST continue in their
belief else they will be unto themselves as they really are: FOOLS. If God said
something is “in the earth” from where is this observation taken? It must be the
antithesis of “in the earth” which would be OUTSIDE the earth; NOT in the center
where these nuts claim heaven is. If something is going “in the earth” from where
does it originate? It must be the antithesis of “in the earth” which would be
OUTSIDE the earth! Err Duh! These guys read like practical atheists, ever learning
and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth.
An Inner Earther wrote: “you said: “It was not just His body on the cross, but His
soul became an offering for sin, Jesus Christ BECAME sin for us." And why can't
His soul have suffered on the cross? Your belief that Christ had to suffer in hell is
one most abominable. One believed by the Roman Papacy. No, Christ went to
paradise that same day, just as he said.”
Sargent Answers: No I never said his soul SUFFERED in hell I said just the
opposite. But this is coming from someone that just can‟t read! I said He went to
hell, but never said He suffered in hell. The “Inner Earther” is a pagan trying to act
like a Christian. He is suffering from envy and the fear of looking like a stupid
idiot. Because of these things he is trying to get a name for himself by making up
things that I did not say. He is going to also make the Bible a lie next. That is the
obvious next step. No I said that the SOUL of Jesus Christ became the scape goat
which was released into the wilderness WITH the sins of the people. Jesus Christ
was a better sacrifice than the Passover lamb: Hebrews 9:26, “For then must he
often have suffered since the foundation of the world: but now once in the end of
the world hath he appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of himself.” The
difference is that the lamb could only remit sin. Jesus Christ remitted sin (Romans
3:24 -28) AND condemned sin in the flesh by the death of his body (Romans 8:3,
“For what the law could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh, God
sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, condemned sin
in the flesh:” The sin was transferred to his SOUL and that is why the Bible says
that His SOUL was an offering for sin: Isaiah 53:10, “Yet it pleased the LORD to
bruise him; he hath put him to grief: when thou shalt make his soul an offering for
sin…” Jesus Christ WAS MADE TO BE SIN for us: 2 Corinthians 5:21, “For he
hath made him to be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we might be made the
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righteousness of God in him.” He didn‟t just bear sins in his body; He bore them in
his SOUL (Isaiah 53:10 ) and when His soul left His body it could NOT go to
heaven because He was carrying all the sins of the world to the location of the
punishment of the sinner (Psalms 16:10 & Acts 2:27 with John 20:17 & Ezekiel
31:16 with Isaiah 5:14). However Jesus Christ was NOT a sinner: (2 Corinthians
5:21) He was innocent (1 Peter 2:21-22); and because of this He showed up in hell
fire: bright and shining and brighter than hell and victorious over sin and death
(Isaiah 25:8 & 1 Corinthians 15:54). He dropped off sin in hell (Deuteronomy
32:22, Job 26:6, Psalms 9:17; Psalms 16:10; 2 Samuel 22:6; Psalms 18:5; Psalms
86:13; Psalms 116:3; Psalms 139:8; Proverbs 15:11; Proverbs 15:24; Proverbs
27:20; Isaiah 5:14; Isaiah 14:9; Isaiah 14:15; Ezekiel 31:16; Ezekiel 32:21; Ezekiel
32:27; Jonah 2:2; Luke 16:22-23; Acts 2:27-32; Revelation 1:18 and Revelation
20:14, “And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second
death.” and preached to the prisoners down there 1 Peter 3:18-20, “For Christ also
hath once suffered for sins, the just for the unjust, that he might bring us to God,
being put to death in the flesh, but quickened by the Spirit: By which also he went
and preached unto the spirits in prison; Which sometime were disobedient, when
once the longsuffering of God waited in the days of Noah, while the ark was a
preparing, wherein few, that is, eight souls were saved by water.” With Jude 1:6,
“And the angels which kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation, he
hath reserved in everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great
day.” Then the Lord flew across that great gulf (Luke 16:26) and came to the
underworld of Abraham‟s Bosom (Luke 16:22) known as Paradise (Luke 23:43)
where Eden was (Ezekiel 31:16). He then gathered up the whole of Eden and
Paradise and took it out at His resurrection (Ezekiel 37:13 & Matthew 27:52-53).
Now the “Inner Earther” must deal with what the Bible says instead of dealing
with his fiction.
An Inner Earther wrote: “you said: “Psalms 16:10, "For thou wilt not leave my
soul in hell; neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption." and Acts
2:27, "Because thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt thou suffer thine
Holy One to see corruption." I agree. Jesus wasn't left in hell because He didn't go
there in the first place.”
Sargent Answers: I didn‟t say his soul was not left in hell, the Bible said that. If his
soul was not LEFT THERE, then it was THERE but was not LEFT THERE. How
did it NOT GO THERE in the first place? This “Inner Earther” wants to rewrite the
Bible. These passages are not alone in the Bible. They must be understood by all
the passages that relate to this. Ephesians 4:9-10, “(Now that he ascended, what is
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it but that he also descended first into the lower parts of the earth? He that
descended is the same also that ascended up far above all heavens, that he might
fill all things.)” Ascending and Descending are NOT THE SAME.
Wait - you do not believe Jesus Christ went to hell? You do not believe he crossed
the great gulf and took paradise up at his resurrection where many came out of the
graves and walked in Jerusalem and were seen by many? Wait - If Jesus Christ
soul was not left IN HELL; then he had to be there to not be left there! You do not
believe this? Then you do not believe the Bible and will stop at anything to believe
whatever you want to believe. The “Inner Earther” is a biblical illiterate. He said
that Jesus Christ was not left in hell because He did not go there? Is that right?
The Bible is NOT your guide; your own brain is... Stop trusting in your abilities of
reason and trust what the Bible SAYS! "Psalms 16:10, "For thou wilt not leave
my soul in hell; neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption." and
Acts 2:27, "Because thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt thou suffer
thine Holy One to see corruption." So you said “he did not go there in the first
place” when the Bible clearly says he did. The Bible is right and you are wrong. Is
that clear? His soul was an offering for sin: Isaiah 53:10, "Yet it pleased the LORD
to bruise him; he hath put him to grief: when thou shalt make his soul an offering
for sin, he shall see his seed, he shall prolong his days, and the pleasure of the
LORD shall prosper in his hand." But God did not leave His soul in hell, but raised
it back up from the dead. THAT was not his body, because the body is in the same
verses where it would not see corruption. After 4 days in the tomb corruption
starts; so he was raised up after 3 days. The body was in the cave (grave) His soul
descended into Hell, and His Spirit ascended to heaven. Just like a lost man. But
this man was the LORD of GLORY. His soul was not in pain in Hell, because:
Deuteronomy 4:24, "For the LORD
thy God is a consuming fire, even a
jealous God." and again: Hebrews
12:29, "For our God is a consuming
fire." So when Jesus Christ showed up
in Hell Fire, both Death and Hell were
stunned! Jesus Christ HAD to have
dropped off all sin in hell as the
scapegoat is a great type of this very
thing; then bridged the gulf to the
concave earth called paradise and
Abraham‟s bosom (not heaven) and
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took them captives up and out of the underworld; many of which walked around:
Matthew 27:52-53, “And the graves were opened; and many bodies of the saints
which slept arose, And came out of the graves after his resurrection, and went
into the holy city, and appeared unto many.” and then they all when up to
heaven off the face of the earth. (I guess your face is on the inside of your head!)
Now one more thing about this Bible Doctrine: a text without a context is a pretext;
and a pretext is a LIE. So let‟s get the CONTEXT of Acts 2:22-36, “Ye men of
Israel, hear these words; Jesus of Nazareth, a man approved of God among you by
miracles and wonders and signs, which God did by him in the midst of you, as ye
yourselves also know: Him, being delivered by the determinate counsel and
foreknowledge of God, ye have taken, and by wicked hands have crucified and
slain: Whom God hath raised up, having loosed the pains of death: because it
was not possible that he should be holden of it. For David speaketh concerning
him, I foresaw the Lord always before my face, for he is on my right hand, that
I should not be moved: Therefore did my heart rejoice, and my tongue was glad;
moreover also my flesh shall rest in hope: Because thou wilt not leave my soul in
hell, neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption. Thou hast made
known to me the ways of life; thou shalt make me full of joy with thy countenance.
Men and brethren, let me freely speak unto you of the patriarch David, that he is
both dead and buried, and his sepulchre is with us unto this day. Therefore
being a prophet, and knowing that God had sworn with an oath to him, that of
the fruit of his loins, according to the flesh, he would raise up Christ to sit on his
throne; He seeing this before spake of the resurrection of Christ, that his soul
was not left in hell, neither his flesh did see corruption. This Jesus hath God
raised up, whereof we all are witnesses. Therefore being by the right hand of God
exalted, and having received of the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost, he hath
shed forth this, which ye now see and hear. For David is not ascended into the
heavens: but he saith himself, The LORD said unto my Lord, Sit thou on my
right hand, Until I make thy foes thy footstool. Therefore let all the house of
Israel know assuredly, that God hath made that same Jesus, whom ye have
crucified, both Lord and Christ.”
What did Jesus say to Mary right after his resurrection: John 20:15-18, “Jesus saith
unto her, Woman, why weepest thou? whom seekest thou? She, supposing him to
be the gardener, saith unto him, Sir, if thou have borne him hence, tell me where
thou hast laid him, and I will take him away. Jesus saith unto her, Mary. She turned
herself, and saith unto him, Rabboni; which is to say, Master. Jesus saith unto her,
Touch me not; for I am not yet ascended to my Father: but go to my brethren,
and say unto them, I ascend unto my Father, and your Father; and to my God,
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and your God. Mary Magdalene came and told the disciples that she had seen the
Lord, and that he had spoken these things unto her.”
Looks like this “Inner Earther” doesn‟t know what he is talking about! Not
believing the Bible results in only ONE inevitable outcome: apostasy! This is why
you have espoused the error you have, it stems from unbelief in the words of God.
The Bible says Jesus Christ went to Hell, and you said he did not. That is not a
Roman Catholic Doctrine it is a Bible Doctrine. Just because the Catholic Cult
believes God is a Triune Godhead does not make that doctrine wrong any more
than this doctrine. What they do get wrong about it is that Jesus Christ suffered IN
HELL which He did NOT. He fulfilled the type of the scapegoat and took all our
sins away.
An Inner Earther wrote: “David, you are believing official Roman Catholic dogma,
not the King James Bible. "Wait - If Jesus Christ soul was not left IN HELL; then
he had to be there to not be left there! No, He didn't have to be there at all to not be
"left" there. You forgot to look up the Biblical definition of "leave" and "left" in
Acts 2. You also forgot to compare scripture with scripture. I'll do both for you
here. Acts 2 is quoting from Psalm 16:10, "For thou wilt not leave my soul in hell;
neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption." From the context, David
is (in the first part) talking about himself (and also prophesying about Christ
according to Acts 2). So David's soul was not left in hell. But according to more
scripture, Old Testament saints went up to heaven, "All go unto one place; all are
of the dust, and all turn to dust again. Who knoweth the spirit of man that goeth
upward, and the spirit of the beast that goeth downward to the earth?" (Ecclesiastes
3:20-21). The spirits of saved men in the Old Testament went UPWARD
(HEAVEN), NOT DOWNWARD (HELL). There have always been ONLY TWO
PLACES man could go after death, "If I ascend up into heaven, thou art there: if I
make my bed in hell, behold, thou art there." (Psalm 139:8). King David died a
saint, so he went UPWARD to heaven. David never even set foot in hell according
to scripture, and neither did any other Old Testament saint. So David went UP to
heaven, and his soul was not left in hell according to Psalm 16. From these two
facts, one thing must be realized: One valid BIBLE definition of not being "left"
somewhere can mean not going there at all, as was the case with David. Now,
seeing that this verse is also applied to Jesus who was not "left" in hell, that points
to the fact that just as David never set foot in hell (was not left there), Jesus never
set foot in hell (was not left there).”
Sargent Answers: So you have now stated that you do not believe the Bible where
the Bible actually gave you the interpritation of the passage. You still refuse to
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read it and come up with your own private interpretation. Fine then, you believe
that non-biblical stupidity and I will believe my Bible. I was NEVER a Roman
Catholic. I did not get that from reading anything Catholic. It comes from reading
the Bible. But what you have is from your own logic and reasoning not revelation
and allowing the Bible to be its own interpreter. The CONTEXT of Acts 2 defines
the passage and tells you that David was NOT talking about himself at all. Jesus
Christ told you that the rich man went to hell and Lazarus went to Abraham‟s
Bosom and they could see each other and communicate with each other and there
was a great gulf between them. The Bible clearly tells you that Eden went into the
earth in the nether parts of the earth. And the Bible clearly tells you that HELL is
in the CENTER of the earth in the belly of HELL and that Jesus Christ went to the
HEART of the earth in like manor as Jonah when to the belly of the earth and
called it HELL. Jesus Christ was not left there because He was RAISED from the
dead. But you have rejected this truth and are apostate in understanding and
knowledge. You are paganistic in practical application of the Bible and treat the
Bible like any agnostic. You read the Bible with the goo-goo goggles of the inner
eathers and have no room for understanding the truth. Perhaps that is because you
do not have the Spirit of Truth; but the spirit of error which is antichrist.
An Inner Earther wrote: “But what about Isaiah 53? Read the rest of the chapter,
"Therefore will I divide him a portion with the great, and he shall divide the spoil
with the strong; because he hath poured out his soul unto death: and he was
numbered with the transgressors; and he bare the sin of many, and made
intercession for the transgressors." (Isaiah 53:12). His soul suffering for sin was
ON THE CROSS WITH THE TRANSGRESSORS HE WAS NUMBERED
WITH! Not in hell!”
Sargent Answers: Stop being so stupid. I have never said that Jesus Christ suffered
in HELL. I have said that He (that is the soul inside) suffered on the cross. I said
that His soul going to hell is in type like the scapegoat having the sins of the people
placed on him and then sent out into the wilderness. But then the “Inner Earther” is
not very studious and like most kids can‟t read simple English. If his soul suffered
on the cross and was an offering for sin then sin must have transferred from his
body to his soul. At physical death he still had the sin ON his soul, but no sin IN
his soul.
An Inner Earther wrote: “You said, "Abrahams bosom [is] (not heaven)". Well, I
would like to point out something you and most other Baptists miss: there is no
such place called "Abraham's bosom" in scripture. None. That's a theological
construct, but it is never a title in scripture. The passage that you are twisting is
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Luke 16:13, "And in hell he lift up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth Abraham
afar off, and Lazarus in his bosom." It doesn't say, "Abraham's bosom" as a title for
a third place people go to after they die that's neither hell nor heaven. It says that
he saw Abraham THE MAN and Lazarus was resting on Abraham's literal actual
bosom (chest). Where was this place? "UP" above "HELL" as Luke 16:13 says. It
was HEAVEN.”
Sargent Answers: The “Inner Earther” still insists on his private interpritation and
not the Bible to clear up his mess. Yet he keeps digging deeper and deeper into the
abyss. Luke 16:22, “And it came to pass, that the beggar died, and was carried
by the angels into Abraham's bosom: the rich man also died, and was buried;”
So taking this literally Lazarus is INSIDE Abraham‟s bosom and not resting on his
chest. The phrase Abraham‟s bosom is actually in the passage and I can read it.
Now that means that the “Inner Earther” is lying about the passage. Furthermore
Eden was also down inside the earth Ezekiel 31:16, “I made the nations to shake at
the sound of his fall, when I cast him down to hell with them that descend into
the pit: and all the trees of Eden, the choice and best of Lebanon, all that drink
water, shall be comforted in the nether parts of the earth.” How can anyone be
COMFORTED in the nether parts of the earth? Simple, that is Abraham‟s bosom
or Paradise in the Old Testament. The “Inner Earther” believes the lie that people
are saved in the Old Testament the same as in the New. They go to the same place
which is a lie. Luke 16:22 says “Abraham‟s bosom” So this “Inner Earther” LIED
again! In the Old Testament prior to Christ death, burial and resurrection hell had
two places in it. After the resurrection hell is left as a burning and paradise was
taken out. However, that is not the end of the people in hell. After the White
Throne Judgment hell is cast into the Lake of Fire which is the Second Death. The
lost are also cast into the Lake of Fire. No there are more places than just two. That
is an oversimplification of the truth.
An Inner Earther wrote: “I would like to know where you learned this Roman
Catholic heresy from that Jesus had to burn in hell for three days and three nights.
Was it from Steven Andersnake? Was it from some other nut? Or was it directly
from the Catholic's own "[Fake] Apostle's Creed"?: "1. I believe in God the Father,
Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth: 2. And in Jesus Christ, his only begotten
Son, our Lord: 3. Who was conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary:
4. Suffered under Pontius Pilate; was crucified, dead and buried: He descended
into hell: 5. The third day he rose again from the dead: 6. He ascended into heaven,
and sits at the right hand of God the Father Almighty: 7. From thence he shall
come to judge the quick and the dead: 8. I believe in the Holy Ghost: 9. I believe in
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the holy catholic church: the communion of saints: 10. The forgiveness of sins: 11.
The resurrection of the body: 12. And the life everlasting. Amen." That's ultimately
where you got this nonsense from. And last but DEFINITELY not least, the
absolute scriptural proof that Jesus did not go to hell to BURN for sins. It's a basic
statement Christ made WHILE ALIVE ON THE CROSS! Get ready, this is an
absolute shocker! "When Jesus therefore had received the vinegar, he said, It is
finished: and he bowed his head, and gave up the ghost." (John 19:30). IT IS
FINISHED! The payment for sins has been PAID IN FULL ON THE CROSS! IT
IS FINISHED! What part of FINISHED do you not understand? If Jesus had to
suffer in hell afterwards, then it was NOT FINISHED, and Christ lied when He
said that! I'll believe the Lord Jesus Christ who paid for sin COMPLETELY AT
THE CROSS. You can stick with your Catholic traditions of men. Or you can get
out of that stupidity once and for all and believe what the King James Bible says.”
Sargent Answers: I already told you that Jesus Christ did not suffer in hell, I am
not a Roman Catholic, and have never said Jesus Christ suffered in hell. Why
would you say I said that when I did not. This “Inner Earther” is a pathological
LIAR. He couldn‟t tell the truth if his life depended on it.
Just because his soul went to hell like the Bible said he did, does not mean he
suffered there. But if you want to believe He did not go to hell that is your problem
not mine. The Bible said he did go to Hell, but he did not suffer there as I have
said.
The spirits of lost men go up to God not just saved men. Perhaps you missed that.
The spirit is NOT the soul of man. The YOU that is inside your body is the SOUL
not the spirit. Perhaps you did not know that elementary Bible truth. The soul of a
lost man goes to the center of the earth in Hell Fire. There is no debating this as the
Bible tells you that as I have already pointed out. The “Inner Earther” ignored this
truth.
I don‟t even know who Steven Andersnake is! And I could care less who he is. The
“Inner Earther” is trying to miss-align truth with error because he cannot
understand the truth without seeing everything through the glasses of his own lies.
I have only quoted the King James Bible, and have not quoted anything Roman
Catholic. Perhaps you need to reevaluate your understanding and believe what the
Bible says. Your ignorance of the truth is only compounded by your lack of
understanding.
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Psalms 16:10, “For thou wilt not leave my soul in hell; neither wilt thou suffer
thine Holy One to see corruption.” Acts 2:27, “Because thou wilt not leave my
soul in hell, neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption.” Is not
about David, it is about “thine Holy One” But if you still do not BELIEVE, then
look at the context: Acts 2:28-32, “Thou hast made known to me the ways of life;
thou shalt make me full of joy with thy countenance. Men and brethren, let me
freely speak unto you of the patriarch David, that he is both dead and buried,
and his sepulchre is with us unto this day. Therefore being a prophet, and
knowing that God had sworn with an oath to him, that of the fruit of his loins,
according to the flesh, he would raise up Christ to sit on his throne; He seeing
this before spake of the resurrection of Christ, that his soul was not left in hell,
neither his flesh did see corruption. This Jesus hath God raised up, whereof we
all are witnesses.” It was NOT David according to the Bible it was Jesus Christ.
Acts 2:31, “He seeing this before spake of the resurrection of Christ, that his
soul was not left in hell, neither his flesh did see corruption.” You must have
missed this in Daily Vacation Bible School. But now please concede lest you look
more ridiculous and call the Bible truth – Paganism as you have already done.
Please reconsider your position and repent. This already shows you are in error.
You cannot thwart the truth by ridiculing the truth or calling what I believe
Romanism because I believe what the Bible SAYS. It just doesn‟t work with me
because I know the truth, and because I know the truth, I also recognize a LIAR
when I see one. You have not tried the spirits on this have you? Obviously not or
you would never call God a liar or his Bible or Bible doctrine a Roman Cat-Holic
Whorish Paganistic lie. But then you may have not been thinking this through to its
outcome.
An Inner Earther wrote: “David, you're more ignorant than I thought. Surely you
should know by now that in the Old Testament, the soul was connected to the
spirit. But today, we as Christians have a spiritual circumcision, whereby our soul
and spirit are separated (Hebrews 4:12). Where the soul went, the spirit went also.
You continue to reject scripture for your contradictory fables. You are preaching
Catholicism. You can't bear to study the Bible or what it even says.”
Sargent Answers: This ignorance is on your part. The soul was NEVER stuck to
the spirit; it was stuck to the FLESH. It was cut loose from the sins of the FLESH.
Colossians 2:11, “In whom also ye are circumcised with the circumcision made
without hands, in putting off the body of the sins of the flesh by the
circumcision of Christ:” Your attitude is not only ignorant, it is imbecilic and
moronic. The depths of stupidity of your diatribe are not worth 2 cents. I have
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Bible studies on my web site in direct opposition to Roman Catholicism. You are
just another pagan anti-biblical know-it-all who esteems yourself above everyone
else. The “Inner Earther” is his own god! Hebrews 4:12 says nothing about
circumcision. The soul and spirit were NEVER connected in this way and never
separated by spiritual circumcision.
You are the epitome of one who can‟t read the Bible, can't understand the Bible,
and have an implacable spirit of antichrist. The Lord has given you over to Satan
so that you learn not to blaspheme the Lord or His Book. I reject you as a heretic.
Because you have accused the Bible falsely, accused me falsely, and LIED every
time you have written anything. You cannot deal with the truth and that is why you
lie about others. You have no leg to stand on; no merit to argue your points
because you and your points are ridiculous nonsense.
I have proved what I believe from the Bible, yet you have not. I have shown that
you are wrong; you have called me in error a Catholic. Yet you are wrong, this is
what is called LYING. You have done this because you cannot argue against what
the Bible says. So you just run me into the ground. That is what the Roman
Catholics do to me too. I have never preached anything but the Bible. You do not
believe the Bible and you are calling what the Bible says PAGAN ROMANISM.
You are a FOOL. Get right, repent of this wickedness of YOURS. You can also
stop writing to me as your next letter and all pervious letters will be posted on my
web site for all to see how STUPID you really are! Get a life and stop running
other people down with your diatribe nonsense. Look child, you need to just
GROW UP. Now run back to your mommy and behave yourself or you might get
another spanking from the LORD for LYING about the truth.
The Inner Earthers are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dangerous cultist.
Heretical in understanding.
Not believing the Bible.
Practical agnostics.
Their own god.
Not to be trusted because they are psychopathic liars.
Will not deal with truth because they have the spirit of error.
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Locational position geographically of Hell:
Deuteronomy 32:22, “For a fire is kindled in mine anger, and shall burn unto
the lowest hell, and shall consume the earth with her increase, and set on fire
the foundations of the mountains.”
Job 11:8, “It is as high as heaven; what canst thou do? deeper than hell; what
canst thou know?”
Psalms 9:17, “The wicked shall be turned into hell, and all the nations that forget
God.”
Psalms 18:5, “The sorrows of hell compassed me about: the snares of death
prevented me.”
2 Samuel 22:6, “The sorrows of hell compassed me about; the snares of death
prevented me;”
Psalms 55:15, “Let death seize upon them, and let them go down quick into hell:
for wickedness is in their dwellings, and among them.”
Psalms 86:13, “For great is thy mercy toward me: and thou hast delivered my
soul from the lowest hell.”
Psalms 139:8, “If I ascend up into heaven, thou art there: if I make my bed in hell,
behold, thou art there.”
Proverbs 9:18, “But he knoweth not that the dead are there; and that her guests are
in the depths of hell.”
Proverbs 15:24, “The way of life is above to the wise, that he may depart from
hell beneath.”
Isaiah 5:14, “Therefore hell hath enlarged herself, and opened her mouth without
measure: and their glory, and their multitude, and their pomp, and he that rejoiceth,
shall descend into it.”
Isaiah 14:9, “Hell from beneath is moved for thee to meet thee at thy coming: it
stirreth up the dead for thee, even all the chief ones of the earth; it hath raised up
from their thrones all the kings of the nations.”
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Isaiah 14:15, “Yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit.”
Ezekiel 31:15-18, “Thus saith the Lord GOD; In the day when he went down to the
grave I caused a mourning: I covered the deep for him, and I restrained the floods
thereof, and the great waters were stayed: and I caused Lebanon to mourn for him,
and all the trees of the field fainted for him. I made the nations to shake at the
sound of his fall, when I cast him down to hell with them that descend into the
pit: and all the trees of Eden, the choice and best of Lebanon, all that drink water,
shall be comforted in the nether parts of the earth. They also went down into
hell with him unto them that be slain with the sword; and they that were his arm,
that dwelt under his shadow in the midst of the heathen. To whom art thou thus
like in glory and in greatness among the trees of Eden? yet shalt thou be
brought down with the trees of Eden unto the nether parts of the earth: thou
shalt lie in the midst of the uncircumcised with them that be slain by the sword.
This is Pharaoh and all his multitude, saith the Lord GOD.”
Ezekiel 32:21, “The strong among the mighty shall speak to him out of the midst
of hell with them that help him: they are gone down, they lie uncircumcised, slain
by the sword.”
Ezekiel 32:27, “And they shall not lie with the mighty that are fallen of the
uncircumcised, which are gone down to hell with their weapons of war: and they
have laid their swords under their heads, but their iniquities shall be upon their
bones, though they were the terror of the mighty in the land of the living.”
Amos 9:2, “Though they dig into hell, thence shall mine hand take them; though
they climb up to heaven, thence will I bring them down:”
Jonah 2:1-6, “Then Jonah prayed unto the LORD his God out of the fish's belly,
And said, I cried by reason of mine affliction unto the LORD, and he heard me;
out of the belly of hell cried I, and thou heardest my voice. For thou hadst cast me
into the deep, in the midst of the seas; and the floods compassed me about: all thy
billows and thy waves passed over me. Then I said, I am cast out of thy sight; yet
I will look again toward thy holy temple. The waters compassed me about, even to
the soul: the depth closed me round about, the weeds were wrapped about my
head. I went down to the bottoms of the mountains; the earth with her bars
was about me for ever: yet hast thou brought up my life from corruption, O
LORD my God.”
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Matthew 11:23, “And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be
brought down to hell: for if the mighty works, which have been done in thee, had
been done in Sodom, it would have remained until this day.”
Luke 10:15, “And thou, Capernaum, which art exalted to heaven, shalt be thrust
down to hell.”
Luke 12:5, “But I will forewarn you whom ye shall fear: Fear him, which after he
hath killed hath power to cast into hell; yea, I say unto you, Fear him.”
Luke 16:22-26, “And it came to pass, that
the beggar died, and was carried by the
angels into Abraham's bosom: the rich man
also died, and was buried; And in hell he lift
up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth
Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his
bosom. And he cried and said, Father
Abraham, have mercy on me, and send
Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his finger
in water, and cool my tongue; for I am
tormented in this flame. But Abraham said,
Son, remember that thou in thy lifetime
receivedst thy good things, and likewise Lazarus evil things: but now he is
comforted, and thou art tormented. And beside all this, between us and you there
is a great gulf fixed: so that they which would pass from hence to you cannot;
neither can they pass to us, that would come from thence.”
Revelation 20:11-15, “And I saw a great white throne, and him that sat on it, from
whose face the earth and the heaven fled away; and there was found no place for
them. And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books were
opened: and another book was opened, which is the book of life: and the dead were
judged out of those things which were written in the books, according to their
works. And the sea gave up the dead which were in it; and death and hell
delivered up the dead which were in them: and they were judged every man
according to their works. And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This
is the second death. And whosoever was not found written in the book of life
was cast into the lake of fire.”
Hell is NOT the end of the lost soul: The Lake of Fire is and Hell is cast into it.
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Inner Earth Theory ERROR:
Diameter
Circumference

Radius

The Earth is approximately 8,000 miles in diameter. The distance across or
circumference is found by multiplying 8,000 miles by π. So 8,000 × π = 25,133
miles (rounded). Now we can determine the center by dividing the circumference
in half: 25,133 ÷ 2 = 12,567 miles to the center. The area is calculated by this
simple formula: A = πr2. So that the radius squared times π will give us the area in
miles. So that is 50,265,483 Area Miles. But what is important is that from ground
level to center is 12,567 miles to the third heaven! Oh?
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The Tabernacle and the Heavens:

There is no type of the Tabernacle in the inner earth ideology and philosophy. It is
void of Scriptural references and is devoid of any truth. It perpetrates calling hell:
heaven and gives no type in the New Testament for the scapegoat in the Old
Testament in the work of the Lord Jesus Christ.
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The Heavens in the Beginning and Now:

The inner earth completely voids the original creation and the fall of Lucifer. It is
void of the three heavens and the waters of the great deep. It falls short in all points
and in every reference used to promote it. There is no verse that says “…inside the
earth…” The references to “in the earth” are from a viewpoint of being OUTSIDE
the earth. And the phraseology of “in the earth” means “on the surface” the same
as saying “in the state of Florida” which does NOT mean I am in the DIRT in
Florida. It is like saying “in the land of the living” it does not mean underground or
inside the ground. Only a pseudo-scientist would think such a ridiculous thing.
The implication of the inner earth has been pointed out, explained, debunked, and
proven wrong. It is detestable to the Scriptures. It is as ridiculous as evolution.
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Hell is in the Center of the Earth. Old Testament
Saints went to Paradise (called Abraham’s Bosom):

The Land of the Living

Hell Fire and Damnation

The Great Gulf

Abraham’s Bosom – Paradise - Eden

Jesus Christ went to the hell fire part of hell and like the scape goat took our sins
away and put it where we would have gone had we died in our sins. Jesus Christ
died like a sinner for the sinner being innocent. Because He had the sins of the
world ON Him but no sin IN him he went into hell fire but was a brighter fire than
hell. He was in hell as a victor, not suffering. He crossed over the great gulf into
Paradise and took IT out with all the Old Testament Saints.
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The inner earth Non-sense pagan hoax:

There is no real understanding of Hell with the inner eathers. They can‟t figure out
where it is or how you can go into the lowest hell or where the midst of hell would
be located. They get confused with words like “ascend” and “descend” and think
that when the Bible says cast the dragon out of heaven and INTO the earth
(Revelation 12:9) that because he was cast INTO the earth then it means that the
earth is hollow and we are inside the earth. WAIT; it said he was CAST OUT of
heaven. How can he be cast OUT of heaven and then cast INTO the earth? If he
was in heaven in the earth already from which direction was he cast INTO the
earth if he went INSIDE! He must have been on the outside! If he was OUTSIDE
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to be cast INSIDE then where is heaven that he was cast out of? Now think for a
moment, think… Put your thinking caps on and think for just a moment.

If Satan was cast OUT of heaven he had to be cast out of all there heavens and so
he would have had to have gone UNDERGROUND! And then he went OUT the
outside to be CAST BACK INTO THE EARTH and then now that he is INSIDE
the earth; he is back in heaven again! Because the first heaven starts at ground
level and you are breathing it. See how hokey this is? Thinking isn‟t these peoples
strong suit. I am wondering how in the world they ever graduated from
kindergarten! Amazing that they have not been committed to the funny farm yet!
I really wonder how they can get this figured out. I am sure they come up with
something to prove they are right and the Bible is wrong, this seems to be a theme
with them. When people have ulterior motives when reading the Bible they will be
deceived by what they read. You must come to the Bible in search for the Truth.
Stop trying to adapt the Bible to your way of thinking. God is not a lair like you.
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Here is a View of earth from a father & son amateur
balloon cam science project from Scotland.
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